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I. INTRODUCTION
THE PROBLE.M AND ITS BACKGROUND
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III. DEFINITION OF TERMS
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In this survey a mathematical concept was interpreted
It seems logical that several mathematical terms
would be used in the general science textbooks designed for
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. In order to ascer-
tain the extent of the .. use of mathematical terms in general
science courses at these grade levels, a survey of the
ed, and are presented in this research.
standard textbooks was made. The data were secured, analyz-
The problem of this investigation was to identify
the mathematical concepts that are essential for reading·
as the understanding of a term, symbol, principle, or skill
peculiar to the study of the various areas of mathematics.
In this investigation, "standard textbooks" were the
nine general science texts adopted for the schools in the
high schools.
standard textbooks of general science in the Indiana junior2
1
state of Indiana for the period, 1947 to 1952. There were,
three series of adopted texts. A series includes three
books: one for the seventh grade, one ~or the eighth grade,
and one for the ninth grade. One of the series, published
by Allyn and Bacon, was as follows: Our Environment: Its
Relation to Us by Harry A. Carpenter, George C. Wood, and
Paul E. smith;2 Our Environment: How We ~dapt Ourselves to
I! by Harry A. Carpenter, George C. Wood, and Paul E. smith;3
and Our Environment: How We Use and Control It by George Co
Wood and Harry A. Carpenter.4 Another series, published by
J. B. Lippincott Company, was as follows: Exploring Science
by Victor C. smith and Gilbert H. Trafton;5 Enjoying Science
by Victor C. smith and Gilbert H. Trafton;6 and Using Science
1 Ben H. watt, The Administrative Handbook for Indiana
Schools (Bulletin Number-200, Office of state Superintendent
of Public Instruction), pp. 226-230.
2 H. A. Carpenter, G. C. Wood, and P. E. smith, Our
Environment: Its Relation to Us (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
1947), 452 pp.- - -
3 H. A. Carpenter, G. C. Wood, and P. E. smith, Our
Environment: How We Adapt Ourselves to It (Boston: Allyn -
and Bacon, 194'7T7 58'6 pp. - -
4 G. C. Wood and H. A. Carpenter, Our Environment:
How We Use and Control It (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1948), mpp.-- -
5 V. C. smith and G. H. Trafton, Exploring Science
(Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1946), 458 pp.
6 V. C. Smith and G. H. Trafton, Enjoying Science
(Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1946), 596 pp.3
by Victor C.smith and Gilbert H. T.raft~n. 7 Another series"
published by Scott, Foresman and Company, was as follows:
Science Problems For the Junior High School; Book! by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp, John C. Mayfield, and Joe Young west;8
Science Problems For the Junior High School; Book ~ by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp, John C. Mayfield, and Joe Young West;9
and Science Problems For the Junior High §chool; Book 1 by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp, J;ohn C. Mayfield, and Joe Young West.lO
Junior high school includes grades seven, eight, a~d
nine. The textbooks analyzed in this investigation were
written specifically for science instruction in the junior
high schools of America.
The term, general science, was interpreted as meaning
those courses of science that were general in nature. At
the ninth grade level, the general science courses were
different from the traditional high school courses in
biology, physics, chemistry, and other more specialized
, 7 V. C. smith and G. H. Trafton, ¥)in~ Science
(Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 194 , 02 pp.
8 W. L. Beauchamp, J. C. Mayfield, and J. Y. West,
Science Problems For the Junior Hi&h School; Book 1
TChicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1946)~2-pp.
9 W. L. Beauchamp, J. C. Mayfield, and J. Y. west,
Science Problems For the Junior Hi&h School; Book 2
(Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1946)~8-pp.
10 W. L. Beauchamp, J. C. Mayfield, and J. Y. west,
Science Problems For the Junior Hi&h School; Book 3
(Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1946);-756-pp.4
courses.
IV. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this phase of the study was to survey
the literature pertinent to this research.
A search was made for reports of investigations in
which the technique of counting t.erms was used. Bibliogra-
phy for this search included the card file at the Indiana
state Teachers College Library, the Education Index, and
Dale's Bibliography of Vocabulary studies.ll Data obtained
were grouped into four categories: (1) general vocabulary
studies; (2) studies of mathematical vocabularies in mathe-
matics textbooks; (3) studies of mathematical vocabularies
in science; and (4) studies of mathematical vocabularies for
specific fields•
. General vocabularl studies. The technique of count-
ing words is not new in educational research. According to
Buswell: .
The development of vocabulary lists for spelling
and reading .has reached the point where a large
body of specific knowledge is available as to what
are the common and important words to present to
11 Ed~ar Dale, compiler, BibliofraPhl of Vocabularl
Studies, rev~sed edition (Columbus, Oh 0: Bureau of Educa-
tional Research, The Ohio state University, 1949), 101 pp.5
12 ohildren.
Ayres, Horn, and Thorndike have oontributed to the
knowledge about the frequenoies of ooourrenoe of words.
Leonard P. Ayres was the pioneer in the teohnique of word
oounting. Ayres made a study to find a group of words that
oould be used as a basis for spelling instruotion.13 The
vooabularies of two thousand lett.ers oontaining 23,629
running words were analyzed by tabulating the first word in
eaoh line of the letters. Approximately seven-eights, or
532, or all the words that were tabulated appeared in the
investigation with a frequenoy of six or more times. Later,
Ayres made a oompilation of four studies in order to identify
the words most frequently used in a great variety of English
writing.14 He produoed a list of the one thousand most oom-
monly used words from analyses of approximately 386,000 run-
ning words.
An intensive study of vooabulary was conduoted by
12 G. T. Buswell, "Growth of Concepts of Technioal
Terms in Arithmetic," Indiana University School of Education-
BUlletin, VI (May 1930), p. 26.
13 L. P. Ayres, The Spelling Vocabularies of Personal .
and Business Letters (New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
1913), oited by Ernest Horn, "Spelling," Third Yearbook of
~ Department ~ Superintendenoe (Washington, D. C.: The
Department of superintendenoe of the National Eduoation
Assooiation, 1925), pp. 112-4.
14 Ibid., pp. 117-8.6
most commonly used in writing.
15 ~., pp. 127-34.
. 16 E. L. Thorndike, "The Teacher's Word Book," Teachers
College Record, .XXII (September 21, 1921), pp. 334-70. (See
also, w. W. Charters, Curriculum Construction, New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1924, pp. 314-1000
by parents to teachers, and banker's letters. The total
determine the words most often used in the writing done in
situations outside the school. He compiled his data from
writing done by adults. Sources for this study were varied
15 Ernest Horn. The purpose of his investigation was to
the sources used were childrens' books, school books of all
letters of application, written material for newspapers and
ing with common facts and trades, newspapers, and personal
magazines; minutes and reports of committees, excuses written
Word Book is the result from counts of over four and one-
half million words from fortyeone different sources. Among
arranged in order of frequency. This elaborate study re-
sulted in the Commonwealth list of 10,000 words that are
study were reported in Thorndike's word book. The Teacher's
and diverse. Among the sources were business letters,
letters written by literary men, personal correspondence,
Perhaps the best known of all extensive vocabulary
16
studies was done by Edward Thorndike. Results of this
kinds, classical literature, parts of the Bible, books deal-
frequency of each word was determined, and the words were7
correspondence. During the tabulation none of the derived
forms ending in ~, ies, !X, ~, !:, est, st, ed, S" ing, and
n were counted separately. The Teacher's Word Book contained - , ---
approximately 10,000 of the most frequently used words. These
words were arranged alphabetically with symbols that show
where the words stand in a list ordered according to fre-
quency. Thorndike has revised his word book twice. The
latest book gave the order of frequency of 30,000 of the most
used words.17
Mathematical terms in mathematics books. Some vocab-
ulary investigations of mathematics books have been performed
by the following: Pressy, Hunt, Brooks, Buswell and John,
r Grant and Ren~ers, Cowley, and O'Rourke and Meado
One of the earliest studies of the mathematical lang-
uage of mathematics textbooks was conducted by Luella Cole
Pressey.1B The purpose of her investigation was to determine
the words that were essential in each of several secondary
school subjects. The study of arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry represented just a part of the complete work. The-
17 E. L. Thorndike, and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's
Word Book of 30,000 Words (New York: Bureau of PUblications,
Teachers-College, Columbia University, 1944), 274 pp.
IB L. C. Pressey, "The Determination of the Technical
Vocabulary of School SUbjects," School and Society, XX
(July 19, 1924), pp. 91-6. ---8 .,
'i[ method used was to have each of the widely used textbooks
~. read by at least two readers who copied all words thet they
i
thought a child might have difficulty understanding. The
frequencies of the words were not noted. The resulting word
lists were rated by as many as one hundred three teachers.
The investigation revealed a list of five hundred forty-
seven essential technical mathematical terms.
Another early analysis of the mathematical vocabulary
in arithmetic textbooks were performed by Ava Farwell Hunt.19
The purpose of the Hunt survey was to compare the vocabular-
ies of third grade textbooks in arithmetic and reading. It
was reported that of 2,993 different words studied in six
arithmetics, three hundred six, or approxirootely ten and two-
tenths per cent, were of a technical nature. Only thirty-
four of the words of the technical vocabulary were used in
all the textbooks, and seventy-five were used in only one
book.
An investigation similar to Miss Hunt's was made by
19 A. F. Hunt, ! Comparison of the Vocabularl of Third-.
grade Textbooks in Arithmetic and Reading (unpublished Master's
thesis, Department of Education, University of Chicago, 1926),
cited by G. T. Buswell, "The Growth of Technical Terms in
Arithmetic," Indiana Universitl School of Education BUlletin,
VI (May 1930), pp. 26-9.9
Samuel s. Brooks.20 Brooks analyzed the arithmetical" vocabu-
r
laries in five series of arithmetics for grades, three through
eight. The terms were tabulated using the following criteria:
words pertaining to numbers, operations with numbers, value,
size, quantity, degree, position in space and time, shape,
money, measurement, commercial ternls, and directive terms.
Of the 429 arithmetical terms discovered, 117 occurred in
only one of the five books, 76 in two books, 70 in three
books, 56 in four books, and 110 in all five books.
In 1931 Buswell compiled the results of three investi-
gations of vocabularies in arithmetic textbooks for the pur-
pose of studying the nature and the development of concepts
of technical and semi-technical terms in arithmetic in the
21 first six grades. The compilation was a preliminary to the
main study. Arithmetical terms from twenty-seven textbooks
were combined to produce a list of five hundred expressions.
For each word in the list Buswell reported the number of
arithmetic textbooks in which that word was used.
An interesting study of vocabulary of mathematics books
20 S. S. Brooks, "A study of the Technical and Semi-
technical Vocabulary of Arithmetic," Educational Research
Bulletin, V (May 26, 1926), pp. 219-22, cited by G. T. Buswell
and L. John, The Vocabulary of Arithmetic (Chicago: The
University of Chicago, 1931), pp. 6-7.
21 G. T. Buswell and L. John, The Vocabulary of Arith-
metic (Chicago: The University of Chicago, 1931), pP7 107-
16.10
was performed by Grant and Remmers in 1928.22 The purpose
of their research was to measure the vocabulary burden of
secondary school mathematics textbooks. Twelve textbooks,
six algebra books and six geometry books, were measured by
obtaining a sampling of words from each book. The samplings
were carefully taken so they would represent the vocabularies
in each of the books. Then, each, word discovered was looked
up in Thorndike's word book23 and an index number was assign-
ed to that word to indicate its frequency. Those words that
were not listed by Thorndike were given an index of zero.
The median index of the samplings from each book was deter-
mined, and this index was used to indicate the difficulty
of the respective book. The authors reported little dif-
ference of vocabulary load between the algebra books that
were studied. They found, however, three geometry books
with a smaller technical vocabulary than the other three.
In 1934 Elizabeth B. Cowley investigated the vocabu-
laries of five geometry textbooks. 24 A portion of the study
involved word counts of the introductions in the books.
22 H. H. Remmers and A. Grant, "The Vocabulary Load of .
Certain Secondary School Mathematics Textbooks," Journal of
Educational Research, XVIII (October 1928), pp. 203-10. --
23 E. L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book (New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 19~ ~pp.
24 E. B. Cowley, "Technical Vocabularies for Plane and
Solid Geometry," Journal of Educational Research, XXVII
(January 1934), pp. 344-54.11
These counts revealed the fact that the number of different,
words ranged from 425 in one book to 916 in another. Each
of these different words were looked up in Thorndikets word
book and Hornts list of 10,000 words. The terms that were
not listed in these two works were separated into two groups:
those that were essentially geometric, and those that were
not geometric. From this investigation four lists of geome-
tric terms were produced: (1) A basic technical vocabulary
for plane geometry; (2) a secondary technical vocabulary for
;!
~. plane geometry; (3) a basic technical vocabulary for solid
~
.~. geometry; and (4) a secondary technical vocabulary for solid
M o
~,
n geometry.
~
;ij OtRourke and Mead studied the vocabularies of third
~
grade arithmetics.25 Their purpose was to discover the
difficulties presented by the vocabularies of problems in
third grade arithmetic textbooks. Seven steps of procedure
were used in the study: counting and tabulating every word
in each one of five textbooks; random sampling of every tenth
page as a check on the actual count; determing the total num-
ber of running words and total number of different words for
each book; computing the average repetition; checking all the
different words in each book with the Gates word list and the
25 E. V. OtRourke and C. D. Mead, nVocabulary Diffi-
culties of Five Textbooks in Third Grade Arithmetic," Elemen-
tary School Journal, XXXXI (May 1941), pp. 683-91.12 .
first 3,000 words of the Thorndike word list; segregating t~e
proper nouns; and tabulating all common arithmetical or tech-
nical terms to show the number of times such terms appear.
The authors found 296 terms that have arithmetical connota-
tions. All the books studied contained 233 of these terms;
however, there were great differences in the frequencies of
use of these terms. The words addend, mUltiplier, multipli-
cand, dividend, divisor, and subtrahend appeared a few times
in only one book. The authors concluded that some pUblish-
ing companies were inspecting vocabulary load in arithmetics.
Mathematical vocabulary studies in science. Analyses
of mathematical vocabularies in science literature were made
by Williams, Schorling, Scarf, Pressey and Bateman.
Lewis W. Williams analyzed a college freshman chemistry
textbook by Noyes in order to find if freshman chemistry stu-
dents have enough mathematics to understand the expository
parts of the book and enough mathematics to work the problems
26 of the text. Williams, first, set down the following set
of criteria as to what was mathematical: expressions giving-
dates; denominate numbers; expressions having several mean-
ings but used in a mathematical sense; expressions that are
26 L. W. Williams, "The Mathematics Needed in Fresh-
man Chemistry," School Science ~ Mathematics, XXI (October
1921), pp. 654-65.13
distinctly mathematical; expressions involving a use of mathe-
matios, i.e. rate of expansion, equilibrium, divisions of
scale, etc.; cardinal, ordinal, and numeral adjectives; and
equations, formulae, symbols, etc. In the body of the text-
book Williams found one hundred twenty-four mathematical con-
cepts that were used a total of 1,156 times. The most fre-·
quently occuring were as follows:. per cent (310 times),
volume (208), number (64), proportion (51), equation (43),
volumes (41), velocity (34), rate (29), last (28), ratio (24),
fraction (16), proportional (14),' equations (14), axes (13),
and series (12). Fifty-five different fractions were used
242 times. Of this number, 199 fractions had denominators
of ten or less. Decimal fractions occurred 434 times. Of
this figure, 298 were three places or less. In the body of
the textbook, Williams found seventy-three denominate numbers
that were used 1,937 times. The most frequently occurring
were the following: 0 (degree) (865 times), grams (172),
gram (169), mm. (millimeter) (104), centimeter (74), 11ter
(60), liters (45), years (45), c.c. (cubic centimeter) (41),
calorie (29), milligrams (29), cubic centimeter (22), milli-
gram (22), kilogram (21), minute (14), ton (13), meters (12),
pound (12), tons (11), and meter (10). There were no indica-
tions as to the size of the denominate values. W. W. Charters
summarized the results by saying:
The study shows quite clearly that the mathe-14
matioal information needed in freshman chemistry
is limited to arithmetio and to simple algebraio
prooesses with a wide range of denominate number
units. The arithmetio iS2~uite complioated and
the algebra quite simple.
Raleigh Schorling made two oompanion studies of mathe-
matioal terms in popular soienoe literature.28 The purpose
of these investigations was to determine what speoifio mater-
ials should be taught to students. of mathematios in junior
high sohool. In the first investigation, Schorling tabulat-
ed the geometrio terms that appeared on oertain pages of the
following magazine issues: every issue of Popular Meohanios
appearing in 1921 exoept the September number; and every
issue of Popular Science appearing in 1921 except the February,
October, and November issues. A term was tabulated only when
it was used in a geometric sense. Schorling found 211 terms
of a geometric nature. Those that occurred most frequently
were: end (507 times), length (285), side (245), center
(203), lines (201), surfaces (185), position (181), point
(166), cylinders (149), space (130), diameter (128), and
base (116). In the second study, Schorling tabulated the
units of measure occurring on every fifth page of the magazine
27 w. W. Charters, Curriculum Construction (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1924), p. 241.
28 R. Schorling, A Tentative List of Objectives in the
Teaching of Junior Higi School Mathematics with Investiga-
tions ~ the Determin ng £t Their Validity-rAnn Arbor,
MiChigan: George Wahr, publisher, 1925), pp. 47-51.;j
~ reveal the mathematios needed in general eduoation. The
i~.
j
;
"
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issues oited for the first study. Some of the units of mea~
sure that appeared most frequently were: inoh (1174 times),
foot (512), miles (224), pound (148), tons (94), degree (80),
gallons (59), volt (59), H.P. (56), degree F. (46), and aores
(35). Fifty-six different units of measure were found in
all.
In 1926 Robert C. Soarf analyzed the mathematioal
vooabulary neoessary for the understanding of popular soienoe.29
Soarf believed that the mathematios of soienoe reading wou~d
vooabulary of the following were analyzed: four issues of
Soientifio Amerioan; four issues of Popular Soienoe Monthl~;
four issues of Soienoe and Invention; the soienoe seotions
in thirteen issues of Literary Digest; six soienoe artioles
from various issues of Soribner's; and three popular books
dealing with soienoe. The data from this investigation were
oatalogued under the following headings: numbers; measures;
geometry; arithmetio; terms oommon to all mathematioal sub-
jeots; higher mathematios; algebra; and graphs. Soarf found
approximately twenty-eight thousand numbers ohiefly used as
a tool to express order. In the vooabulary of the soienoe
literature, units of measure were used 9,351 times; geometrio
29 R. C. Soarf, "The Mathematios Used in Popular
Soienoe," Currioulum Investigations (Supplementary Eduoa-
tional Monographs, No. 31, Chioago: The University of
Chioago, June 1926), pp. 119-49.16
terms were used 5,076 times; arithmetic terms were used 2,9~4
times; terms common to all mathematical subjects were used
1,254 times; terms of higher mathematics were used 196 times,
terms of algebra were used 52 times; and graphs were found
29 times. Scarf concluded:
The present study would appear to call for
much arithmetic for magnitude and for geometry
for form. There appears also,to be a need for
a moderate amount of algebra and information
with regard to graphical matters together with
a 1~tt1~oknowledge of general and higher mathe-
matlcs.)
In 1930 Luella Cole Pressey investigated the matheD~-
31
tics needed by coll~ge freshman. This research was sub-
divided into five studies: reading, mathematics, written
English, language, and history. The portion devoted to
mathematics was accomplished by reading the textbooks in
mathematics, chemistry, and physics; by working every prob-
lem; and by counting the frequency with which different con-
cepts and operations occurred. After the frequencies were
tabulated, the average number of occurrences per book was
computed for each concept. The following units of measure
were found to be used most frequently: gram (163 times per
book), pound (146), foot (137), second (117), degree C. (112),.
30 Ibid., p. 149.
31 L. C. Pressey, "The Needs of Freshman in the Fields
of Mathematics," School Science and Mathematics, xxx: (1iarch
1930), pp. 238-43. ---17
centimeter (106), cubic centimeter (52),·kilogram (51),· mile,
(46), meter (33), millimeter (31), and degree F. (10). There
was a total of one hundred seventy-two different formulae
used in the textbooks.
The needs of college students in the field of mathe-
. . 32 i matics were also studled by LOlS Bateman. M ss Bateman
made an investigation of the mathematical vocabulary found
in the textbooks used in the required courses in general
education at Indiana State Teachers College. Each textbook
for ten of the required courses was read, and the frequencies
of occurrence of the mathematical terms were tabulated for
each book. The following criteria were used to determine what
terms were mathenmtical: ordinal and cardinal numbers, com-
mon and decimal f.ractions, Roman numerals, mathematical
symbols, denominated n~lbers, terms of finance, and words
with mathematical implication. Among the ten textbooks
stUdied by Miss Bateman, one was a physical science book,
entitled Atoms, Rocks, and Galaxies. From this particular
book various units of time were tabulated 769 times; various
units of length were tabulated 773 times; and various units
of weight were tabulated 239 times. The author found one
32 L. Bateman, "An Analysis of the Mathematical Vocab-
ulary as Found in the Textbooks of the Required Courses in
General Education at Indiana state Teachers College" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Indiana state Teachers College, Terre
Haute, Indiana, 1949), 58 pp.18
hundred seventy-five different words with mathematical im-
plication. They were used 7,944 times. Some of those words
~ that occurred most frequently were: figure (468 times),
time (332), distance (312), nwnber (263), surface (251),
line (2l0), weight (208), amount (202), unit (191), and in-
crease (179).
~
,j Mathematical vocabularies fo£ specific fields of read-
'j
ing. Woody, Callaway, Adams, Schorling, and Bertotti made
investigations into the mathematical language of various
sources.
Clifford Woody investigated the mathematics that was
needed by clerks, salesmen, and the consuming public during
the process of purchasing goods.33 An analysis was made of
4,661 bills of sale representing a total value of $41,560067.
These bills of sale were obtained from a wholesale and retail
hardware store, from a wholesale and retail grocery, and from
a large department store in Seattle. Woody discovered the
fact that approximately one-fifth of the bills of sale re-
quired no computation other than in the payment of bills.
No decimals were used except in connection with United states
money. The most commonly used fractions had denominators of
two, four, six, and twelve; although three, five, nine, ten,
sixteen, twenty-four, and one hundred forty-four were some-
33 C.Woody, "Types of Arithmetic Needed in Certain Types
of Salesmanship," Elementary School Journal, XXII (March 1922),
PP. 505-21.19
times used. Denominate numbers were encountered as units of
sale, but no reduction into larger or smaller units took
place.
T. T. Callaway examined the mathematics needed by stu-
dents for the freshman clothing course at Stephens college.34
Callaway analyzed the textbook, Clothing for Women by Laura
I. Baldt, for mathematical concepts that were necessary for
the understanding of that text. One hundred eleven different
-
mathematical terms were tabulated 3,115 tinles. Forty-four
of these terms were geometric terms used largely in simple
mensuration, and all of the others were arithmetical. The
most fre~uently found were: line (613 times), e~ual (447),
center (311), measure (285), width (171), length (132), and
point (107). The most fre~uently used units of measure were:
inch (1,122 times), the dollar sign (454), yard (70), head
(14), and year (12).
Horace W. Adams analyzed the mathematics in all the
pages of one issue of each of twenty different newspapers and
periodicals.35 These pUblications were non-technical, and
34 T. T. Callaway, "Mathematics Needed in a Freshman
Course in Clothing" (unpublished study cited by W. W. Charters;
Curriculum Construction, New York: The Macmillan Company,
1924), pp. 241-3.
35 H. W. Adams, The Mathematics Encountered in the
General Reading of Newspapers and PerIodicals (unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Education, University of
Chicago, 1924), reviewed by F. K. Bobbitt, Elementary School
Journal, XXV (October 1924), pp. 127-43.The following lower and upper limits of denominate quantities
were reported: 1 to 2,000,000 gallons; 2 to 20,000 barrels;
o to 2,260,000 bushels; 1/8 to 235,000,000,000,000,000 miles;
125 to 11,000 square feet; 0 to 175,000,000 square yards;
1/2 to 190,000 acres; 2 to 10,000 pounds; 38 to 1,500,000
~
~ tons; 100 to 30,000,000 meters; 17 degrees below zero to
3,000 degrees above zero (F.); 3,000 to 280,000 cubic feet.
·1
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they had a total circulation of 600,000. In the findings,
Adams reported the following about percentages: one-place
percentages occurred 73 times; two-place percentages occurred
196 times; three-place percentages occurred 45 times; and
four-place percentages occurred 3 times. The most frequently
used units of measure were: inch (371 times), year (241), pound
(226), foot (208), hour (202), mile (179), day (162), degree
F. (153), yard (129), acre (123), and week (102). Adams in-
dicated the size of the denominate values that were found.
Adams discovered only five graphs in the newspapers and
periodicals.
Raleigh Schorling reported two investigations of mathe-
matical terms in non-technical popular literature.36 In the
first study he tabulated the frequency of occurrence of units
of measure in newspapers. He selected one issue from each of
36 R. Schorling, A Tentative List of ~ectives in the
Teaching of Junior High School Mathematics ~ Investigations
for the DetermIning or Their Validity (Ann Arbor, Michigan:
George Wahr, publisher, 192;), p. 52.21
ten newspapers, and, reading through them, he made a record
of the use of units of measure. The most frequently used
terms were as follows: foot (483 times), mile (372), acre
(321), inch (222), barrel (159), yard (134), square feet
(122), bushel (177), gallon (69), furlong (42), quart (23),
cubic yard (22), cord (15), pint (14), meter (7), cubic foot
(5), square yard (3), and square inch (1).
In another investigation Schorling studied the occur-
renee of fractions in general newspaper and magazine read-
ingl7 The interest of the investigator was centered on "un-
common fractions." An uncon~on fraction was described as
one that did not have a denominator of two, three, four,
five, six, eight, twelve, and sixteen. In an estimated 2,552,000
words in eighteen newspapers and twelve magazines, Schorling
found only seventy-two of these uncommon fractions.
In 1941 Joseph M. Bertotti studied the mathematical
vocabulary necessary for intelligently reading of current
periodical literature. 38 He proceeded to analyze six consecu-
tive copies of Reader's Digest using the following criteria
for selecting mathematical terms: luagnitudes, quantities,
and numbers; operations with numbers; properties of form and
37 Ibid., pp. 53-5.
38 J. M. Bertotti, "The Mathematics Vocabulary of
Current Periodical Literature," Mathematics Teacher, XXXIV
(November 1941), pp. 317-19.22
space; units of measure; names of persons involved in mathe-,
matical operations; and prefixes of structly mathematical na-
ture. The six issues of the periodical had a total of 340,185
running words. Bertotti found three hundred sixty different
mathematical terms with a total freQuency of 3,130 times.
Some of the most freQuently occurring were as follows: per
cent (184 times), hour (127), million (108), mile (102),
average (87), thousand (73), acre (72), foot (64), debt (61),
tax (57), cent (54), increase (54), dollar (51), pound (49),
number (47), half (45), population (44), dozen (41), minute
(41), century (36), bank (34), per (34), and profit (34). In
all, fifty-three different units of measure were tabulated.
Bertotti made the conclusion that, even though only one per
cent of the running words were mathematical, these words were
important to a clear understanding of the ideas presented in
the periodicals.CHAPTER II
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS IN GENERAL SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS
The purpose of this portion of the investigation was
to ascertain what mathematical concepts were present in the
general scienoe textbooks that were adopted for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades in Indiana for the period 1947 to
1952, and to determine the frequencies with which these
concepts occurred.
I. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED
The prooedure was to read the three textbooks that
were adopted for eaoh of the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades, and to tabulate the frequenoies of ocourrence of
q mathematical terms that were found in those books. The oon-
'I
£1
:1] oepts sought were whole numbers, common fractions, decimal
values, expressions of per cent, and other terms with mathe-
matioal connotations.
The data seoured from this analysis were organized
and are presented in four parts. They are, respectively:
(1) oonoepts that oocurred in the seventh grade textbooks;
( 2) oonoepts that ocourred in the eighth grade textbooks;
( 3) oonoepts that ooourred in the ninth grade textbooks; and
(4) conoepts that were disoovered in the textbooks for the
three grades combined.24
II. CONCEPTS THAT WERE INCLUDED IN THE
SEVENTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
The three textbooks that were analyzed in this part
of the study were written specifically for the seventh grade
level. They were: Our Environment: Its Relation to Us 39 - -- -- --'
published by Allyn and Bacon; Exploring SCience,40 published
by J. B. Lippincott Company; and Science Problems Far the
Junior High School, Book 1,41 published by Scott, Foresman
and Company. Each book was read and analyzed individually
by the investigator. All terms with mathematical significa-
tion in each book were recorded, and the frequency of occur-
rence of each term was tabulated. These data were organized
into five categories. They were: (1) whole numbers; (2)
common fractions; (3) decimal fractions; (4) expressions of
per cent; and (5) other expressions with mathematical conno-
tationso
Whole numbers. Whole numbers and integral parts of
mixed numbers from the three seventh grade textbooks were
classified according to their size. The size of the number
discovered in each case was indicated by tallying it accord-
39 Cf. ante p. 2.
40 Cf. ante p. 2.
41 Cf. ~p. 3.in Table I.
numbers.
Common fractions. The common fractions discovered in
(3) Whole numbers with more than six digits occurred
ing to the highest place value of the n~iber. Numbers of
all forms (excepting Roman numerals) and numbers serving
all functions were scored. The frequencies of occurrence of
all whole numbers in the seventh grade textbooks are shown
Fractions have these four major functions:
(1) indication of one or more of the equal parts
of a whole or a unit; (2) indication of one or
more of the equal parts of a collection; '(3)
indication of an unperformed division; (4) ex-
(2) Whole numbers of all sizes occurred 9,039 times
Findings. An examination of ~able I reveals the follow-
ing:
(l) The total frequency of occurrence of three-place
whole numbers in the three seventh grade textbooks was larger
than the total frequency of occurrence of two-place whole
to determine their particular meanings. Spitzer stated that:
the three textbooks for the seventh grade level were examined
in the three seventh grade textbooks.
~ 25 'J
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~ 110 times in the three seventh-grade textbooks. This figure
represe'nts approximately one and two-tenths per cent of all
the whole numbers in the three seventh-grade textbooks.26
TABLE I
FREQ,UENCIES OF OCCURENCE OF WHOLE NUMBERS
IN THE SEVENTH GR4DE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Allyn J. B. Scott
place and Lippi~cott Foresman Total
value Bacon Company and Co.
*Units 1846 1871 1994 5711
Tens 286 529 503 - 1318
Hundreds 426 403 738 1567
Thousands 48 50 191 289
Tens of thousands 4 14 2 20
Hundreds of thousands 0 11 13 24
Millions and over 25 50 35 110
Total 2635 2928 3476 9039
,*This table should be read as follows: One-place whole
numbers occurred 1846 times in the textbook published by
Allyn and Bacon; 1871 times in the textbook published by J.
B. Lippincott Company; 1994 times in the textbook published
by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 5711 times in the three
seventh grade books.27 .
pression of a ratio.42
The function of each common fraction encountered during the
reading of the textbooks was determined in light of the frac-
tion's use in context. A tally of each fraction was made in
accordance with its use. In many cases the expression of the
fraction could be interpreted with more than one meaning.
In cases of ambiguity, the most dominate meaning was chosen
for tabulation. In cases where mixed numbers occurred, two
tabulations were made. The integral part of the mixed number
was scored with the whole nwabers, and the fractional part
of the mixed nWIlber was scored with the co~non fractions.
The frequencies of occurrence of the four meanings of conooon
fractions used in the seventh grade general science textbooks
L are shown in Table II.
. U
Findings. An examination of Table II reveals the
followihg:
(1) The seventh grade general sc~ence textbook publish-
ed by J. B. Lippincott Company used thirty-eight conooon frac-
tions to express ratios; whereas, the seventh grade textbook -
published by Allyn and Bacon used no fractions to express
ratioso
(2) There were no occurrences of fractions used to
42 H. F. Spitzer, The Teaching of Arithmetic (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 194sr;-p. 258728
TABLE II
FREQ.UENCIES OF OCCUHRENCE OF COMMON FRACTIONS
TABULATED FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO THEIR USE IN CONTEXT
ALlyn J. B. Scott
Meaning and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
*Ratio 0 38 11 49
Parts of a whole 35 44 60 139
Parts of a collection 2 5 1 8
Unperformed division 0 0 0 0
Total 37 87 72 196
*This table should be read as follows: Fractions ex-
pressing ratio occurred 0 times in the textbook published by
Allyn ~nd Bacon; 38 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company; 11 times in the textbook pUblished by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 49 times in the three
seventh grade books.29
express unperformed division in the seventh grade textbooks. ,
Decimal fractions. The decimal forms of fractional
values that were found in the seventh grade textbooks were
inspected to determine the size of the denominators of the
fractions. Each occurrence of a decirnal fraction was tallied
according to the lowest place value 01' the number. rlixed
decimals were scored in two places. The integral part of a
mixed decimal was tabulated with the whole numbers, and the
fractional part of the mixed decimal was tabulated with the
decimal fractions. The frequencies of occurrence of decimal
fractions in the seventh grade textbooks are shown in Table
III.
Findings. An examination of Table III reveals the
following:
(1) No decimal fractions with more than three digits
were found in the seventh grade textbooks.
(2) The textbook published by Scott, Foresman and
Company contained approximately ninety-two and two-tenths
per cent of the decimal fractions that were tabulated from
the three seventh grade general science books.
(3) Approximately eighty-five per cent of all the
'.
decimal fractions discovered in the three textbooks were
one-place decimals.30
TABLE III
FRE~UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS
TABULATED FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO THEIR LO\VEBT PLACE VALUE
Lowest Allyn J. B. Scott
place and Lippincott Foresman Total
value Bacon Company and Co.
*Tenths 10 2 163 175
Hundredths 4 0 26 30
Thousandths 0 0 1 1
Beyond thousandths 0 0 0 0
Total 14 2 190 206
*This table should be read as follows: One-place
decimal fractions occurred 10 times in the textbook pub-
lished by Allyn and Bacom; 2 times in the textbook pUblished
by J. B. Lippincott Company; 163 times in the textbook pub-
1ished'by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 175 times in the
three seventh grade books.level are shown in Table IV.
cent.
tional part of the number was tabulated with the cases of
31
Expressions of per cent in the seventh Per cent.
(3) The seventh grade textbook published by Scott,
(2) There were no expressions of over one hundred per
Findings. An inspection of Table IV reveals the follow-
(1) Approximately eighty-three and eight-tenths per
cent in the three textbooks for the seventh grade level.
cents. Each expression of per cent that was discovered in
the textbooks was tallied in one of the four groups. Ex-
pressions of per cent using mixed numbers were tallied in
textbooks were whole number values below one hundred per
Foresman and Company contained 124 expressions of fractional
two places. The integral part of a mixed number was scored
cent of the expressions of per cent in the seventh grade
in the appropriate whole number per cent group, and the frac-
pressions of per cent in the textbooks for the seventh grade
ing:
fractional per cent. The frequencies of occurrence of ex-
grade textbooks were analyzed and are presented in four
groups: (1) cases of per cents from one to ninety-nine;
(2) cases of one hundred per cent; (3) cases of per cents
over one hundred per cent; and (4) cases of fractional per32
TABLE IV
FREQUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF EXPRESSIONS OF PER CENT
TABULATED FROM SEVENTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
.Allyn J. B. Scott
Size and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
*1 to 99 per cent 90 '567 142 799
100 per cent 12 5 a 17
Over 100 per cent a a a 0
Fractional per cent 13 1 124 138
Total 115 573 266 954
*Thls table should be read as follows: Whole number
per cents from one to ninety-nine occurred 90 times in the
textbook pUblished by Allyn and Bacon; 567 times in the text-
book pUblished by J. B. Lippincott Company; 142 times in the
textbook pUblished by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 799
times in the three textbooks.33
per cent. This figure represents approximately eighty-nine I
and eight-tenths per cent of the total frequency of occur-
rence of fractional per cent in the three seventh grade text-
books.
Terms with mathematical connotations. The seventh
grade textbooks were read and analyz~d for terms of a mathe-
matical nature. All terms that required a technical knowledge
of number or of space weTe chosen for this analysis. Included
were words that denoted magnitudes, words and symbols that -
signified units of measure, words and symbols that signified
operations with numbers, words that indicated properties of
space and of form, and numerical perfixes. Each occurrence
of a mathematical term was recorded. The frequencies of
occurrence of terms with mathematical connotation from the
three seventh grade testbooks are presented in Table V. The
items in this table are arranged in order of their total fre-
quencies in the three books.
Findings. An examination of Table V reveals the
following:
(I) There were one hundred ninety-six terms with
mathematical connotation used in the three seventh grade
general soience textbooks.
(2) Terms with mathematical connotation in the seventh
grade textbooks occurred a total of 7,127 times.34
TABLE V
TERMS WITH MATH©~ATICAL COI{NOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQ,UENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
*Weight or force 84 188 180 452
Number 28 239 66 333
Pounds 13 27 282 322
Amount 87 147 82 316
Work, power, or energy 167 74 53 294
Surface 99 153 33 285
Unit (Whole) 2 24 252 278 _
Temperature 73 '115 83 271
Inches 34 111 72 217
Pressure 70 138 6 214
Space 51 62 60 173
Size 43 63 34 140
Feet 36 74 18 128
Miles 33 71 20 124
Measure (verb and noun) 17 78 17 112
o(degrees of temperature) 13 70 24 107
Hours 24 60 19 10J
Current 21 43 31 95
Level 38 46 9 93
Line 35 25 33 93
Distance 29 54 9 92
Direction 35 38 28 91
Cycle 61 18 8 87
Increase 28 39 14 81
Point (geometric) 13 22 42 77
* This table should be read as follows: Weight or force
occurred 84 times in the textbook published by Allyn and
Bacon; 188 times in the textbook published by J. B. Lippincott
Company; 180 times in the textbook published by Scott, Fores-
man and Company, and 452 times in the three books.35
TABLE V (Continued)
TERl\1S ~VITH MATHEMA'l'ICAL CONNOTATION FROL'I THE:JSV:;~;NTH GlUDE
TEXTBOOKS AHRANGED IN ORD2:R OF FRrr;QUENCY
Allyn J. B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Fores.man Tot al
Bacon Company and Co.
Humidity (relative) 25 48 0 74
Speed 22 31 20 73
Expand 11 36 23 70
Minutes (of times) 35 15 20 70
EQuals 19 38 9 66
Per 19 26 20 65
Center 34 22 7 63.
Length 17 29 16 62
Height 12 39 9 60
Ray 36 13 10 59
Add 2 40 14 56
Rate 12 20 19 51
Difference (numerical) 5 39 6 50
Times (multiplication) 3 29 17 49
Degree (of temperature) 0 27 20 47
Diagram 22 10 15 47
Average 5 30 10 45
Q,uantity 22 13 7 42
Rotate. 19 15 6 40
Magnify 19 7 13 39
Pole 2 15 21 38
Period (of time) 11 23 3 37
Circle 20 9 7 36
Contract (reduce) 10 9 17 36
Cyclinder 15 17 4 36
Vary or variation 14 13 4 31
Tons 4 10 15 29
Volume 11 17 0 28
Whole 1 21 6 28
Reading (numerical) 3 20 4 2736
TABLE V (Continued)
TERMS \f\lITH MATIfEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE SgV~NTH GlUlDE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER 'OF FREQUENCY
27
27
26
26
25
25
24 -
24
24
23
23
23
23
22
22
20
20
20
20
18
17
16
16
16
16
15
15
14
14
13
Total
1
1
o
26
5
3
24
3
10
2
1
3
7
o
1
o
11
4
2
4
3
12
16
o
4
15
2
1
4
o
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
18
15.
18
o
12
13
o
7
10
13
14
16
9
o
19
4
4
13
11
12
6
o
o
16
8
o
12
10
2
1
J. B.
Lippincott
Company
8
4
o
o
3
8
11
8
o
8
9
o
14
4
8
8
4
7
22
2
16
5
3
7
2
o
1
3
8
12
Allyn
and
Bacon
Term
Tetra-
Time (interval)
Area
Divide
Fraction
Altitude (linear)
Q.uarts (fluid)
- (range of values)
Thickness
Diameter
Slope
Sphere or globe
Cone
Points (of a compass)
Depth
Second (of time)
o (degrees of arc)
Part (ratio)
Reduce .
Compare (numbers)
Count
Loss (numerical)
Straight (line)
Focus
Horizon
Pints
• (add)
Calorie
Light year
Gallonsji
,I
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TABLE V (CONTINUED)
TERJ.\1S WITH MAT~~TICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FHE:iUENCY
Allyn J. B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Ounces (fluid) 13 0 0 13 Proportion 6 5 2 13
Revolve 5 4" 4 13
Below zero 2 2 8 12
Curve 4 8 0 12
Equator 0 10 2 12
Estimate 4 6 2 12
Ounces (of weight) 2 ,5 5 12
Total 2 10 0 12
Value 6 0 6 12
Grams 0 2 9 11
Percentage 0 5 6 11
Cross section 10 0 0 10
.Axis 2 4 3 9 Acres 2 3 3 8
Angle 1 5 2 8
Decrease 1 4 '3 8
Limit (numerical) 2 5 1 8
Multiply 1 3 4 8
Scale 5 1 2 8
,i Square (geometric) 2 '3 '3 8
~ I Unit (of m.easure) 0 8 0 8 J
M Width 0 7 1 8
I;.i
(j Addition 0 6 1 7 .~ Approximate 4 0 J 7
Degree (of arc) 0 '3 4 7 Elevation 0 7 0 7 Exact (number) '3 2 2 7 Horizontal 2 1 '3 6
" (inches) 5 1 0 638
TABLE V (Continued)
TERMS WITH IvIATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FRE:~UENCY
Term
Inoline
Plane
Square miles
Vertioal
Alternate
Barrels
Cubio oentimeters
Cubio feet
Exoess
Figure (number)
Measurement
X (multiply)
Net
Square inohes
Velooity
Zero
Base
Bushels
Caloulate
= (equais)
Figure (geometrio)
Parallel
Range (of numbers)
$~mi-
Arithmetio
Corresponding parts
Data
Dozen
Interval
Uniform (motion)
Allyn
and
Baoon
6
6
I
I
o
o
o
o
I
o
o
o
o
4
5
o
3
I
2
o
o
2
2
4
o
3
3
2
2
o
J.B.
Lippinoott
Company
o
o
3
5
5
2
3
I
4
4
5
5
o
I
o
I
o
2
o
o
4
o
I
o
o
o
o
o
1
3
Soott
Foresman
and Co.
o
o
2
o
o
3
2
4
o
I
o
o
5
o
o
4
I
I
2
4
o
2
I
o
3
o
o
I
o
o
Total
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
339
TABLE V (Continued)
TERMS WITH MAT~~TICAL CONl~OTATION FROM THE SEV~NTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGJ£D IN ORDER" OF FREQUENCY
Term
Bore
Capacity
Census
Constant (numerical)
Corresponding numbers
Dense
Diagonal
Enlarge
Frequency
Graph or graph-
Lateral
Latitude
Meter
Opposite sides
Radius
Right angle
Schedule
Slant
- (subt;ract)
Subtract
Compute
Continuous
Course (numerical)
Cubic inches
Cubic miles
Curvature
Division
Fix (point of position)
Gain (numerical)
Hemisphere
Allyn
and
Bacon
2
o
2
I
o
o
o
I
o
I
2
I
o
o
2
I
2
o
2
o
o
o
I
o
o
I
o
o
o
I
J. B.
Lippincott
Company
o
1.
o
I
2
2
2
o
2
o
o
I
2
o
o
o
o
2
o
2
o
I
o
o
o
o
I
o
1
o
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
o
I
o
o
o
o
o
I
o
1
o
o
o
2
o
I
o
o
o
o
I
o
o
1
I
o
o
1
o
o
Total
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.
2
2
2
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
I
1
I..~
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TABLE V (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHEWillTICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J. B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Integrator 0 O. 1 1
Kilo- 0 0 I 1
Law (mathematical) I 0 0 I
Mathematics 0 0 I I
Minus I 0 0 I
- (negative) 0 0 I I
Outline 1 0 0 I
Plus (add) I 0 0 I
Rectangular 0 0 .1 I
Section 0 0 I I
Square feet 0 0 I I
Sum I 0 0 1
Symmetrical 0 1 0 I
Volt 0 0 I I
Yield 0 I 0 I41
(J) The twenty-five most frequently used terms with
mathematical connotation in the seventh grade textbooks
were: weight, force, number, pounds, amount, work, power,
energy, surface, unit (whole), temperature, inches, pressure,
space, size, feet, miles, measure, 0 (degrees of temperature),
hours, current, level, line, distance, and direction. The
frequencies of these twenty-five terms totaled 4,JJJ times
or sixty and eight-tenths per cent of the 7,127 occurrences
of terms with mathematical connotation in the seventh grade.
textbooks.
(4) Twenty-five of the one hundred ninety-six terms
with mathematical connotation in the seventh grade textbooks
occurred only once during the reading of the three books.
(5) Metric units of measure were used only eighteen
times in the three seventh grade general science textbooks.
III. CONCEPTS THAT WERE INCLUDED IN THE
:·1
;\ EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
The three textbooks that were analyzed in this part
of the study were written specifically for the eighth grade
level. They were: Our Environment: How We Adapt Ourselves
to It,4J published by Allyn and Bacon; Enjoying science,44
4J Cf. ante p. 2.
44 Cf. ~ p. :t.,
(~i whole numbers in the eighth grade textbooks are shown in
~
.~ Table VI.
42
published by J. B. Lippincott Company; and Science Problems
For the Junior High School, Book ~,45 published by Scott,
Foresman and Company. Each book was read and analyzed indi-
vidually by the investigator. All terms with mathematical
signification in each book were recorded, and the frequency
of occurrence of each term was tabulated. These data were
organized into five categories. They were: (1) ,whole num-
bers; (2) common fractions; (3) decimal fractions; (4) ex-
pressions of per cent; and (5) other expressions with mathe-
matical connotations.
Whole numbers. Whole numbers and integral parts of
mixed numbers from the three eighth grade textbooks were
classified according to their size. The size of the number
discovered in each case was indicated by tallying it accord-
ing to the highest place value of the number. Numbers of all
forms (excepting Roman numerals) and numbers serving all
functions were scored. The frequencies of occurrence of all
Findings. An examination of Table VI reveals the
following:
(1) Whole numbers of all sizes occurred 13,039 times
45 ot. ante p. 3. --{
.~
~,
i
.1 43 .
TABLE VI
FREQ.UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF WHOLE NUMBERS
IN THE EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Allyn J. B. Scott
place and Lippincott Foresman Total
value Bacon Company and Co.
*Units 2253 2296 2701 7250
Tens 856 818 944 2618
Hundreds 657 598 1164 2419
Thousands 130 :101 327 558
Tens of thousands 11 16 13 40
Hundreds of thousands 8 14 8 30
Millions and over 49 25 50 124
Total 3,964 3,868 5,207 13,039
*This table should be read as follows: One-place whole
numbers occurred 2253 times in the textbook published by Allyn
and Bacon; 2296 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company; 2701 times in the textbook published by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 7250 times in the three
eighth grade books.44
in the three eighth grade general soienoe textbooks.
(2) The frequency of ocourrenc~ of three-place whole
numbers in the book published by Scott, Foresman and Com-
pany was larger than the frequenoy of occurrence of two-
plaoe whole nwubers in that eighth grade book.
(3) Whole numbers with more than six digits occurred
124 times in the three eighth grade textbooks. This figure
represents approximately one per cent of the 13,039 whole
numbers in the eighth grade general science textbooks.
Common fractions. The common fraotions discovered in
the three eighth grade textbooks were examined to determine
their partioular meanings. A fraction, aooording to spitzer,46
has four functions: (1) expression of a ratio; (2) indica-
tion of one or more equal parts of a whole; (3) indication
of one or more equal parts of a collection; and (4) indioa~
tion of an unperformed division. The function of each oom-
mon fraotion enoountered during the reading of the textbooks
was determined in light of the fraction's use in context. A
tally of each fraction was made in aocordance with its use.
In many cases the expression of the fraction could be inter-
preted with more than one meaning. In cases of ambiguity,
the most dominant meaning was chosen for tabulation. In
46 Spitzer, loco cit.45
oases where mixed numbers ooourred two tabulations were made~
The integral part of the mixed was soored with the whole
numbers, and the fraotional part of the mixed number was
soored with the oommon fraotions. The frequenoies of ooour-
renoe of the four meanings of oommon fraotions used in the
eighth grade general soienoe textbooks are shown in Table
VII.
Findings. An examination of Table VII reveals the
following:
(1) The eighth grade general soienoe textbook puplish-
ed by J. B. Lippinoott Company used thirty-three oommon frao-
tions to express ratios; whereas, the eighth grade textbook
published by Allyn and Baoon used no fraotions to express
ratios.
(2) There was only one oase of a fraction used to ex-
ci press unperformed division in the three eighth grade text-
books.
(3) In the three eighth grade textbooks, there were
321 oases of oommon fraotions that were used to express parts-
of a whole. This figure represents approximately eighty-
two and nine-tenths per oent of the total 387 ooourrenoes of
oommon fraotions in the three eighth grade textbooks.
Deoimal fraotions. The deoimal forms of fraotional
values that were found in the eighth grade textbooks were46
TABLE VII
FRE~UENCIE3 OF OCCURRENCE OF C01~~ON FRACTIONS
TABULATED FROM THE EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO THEIR USE IN CONTEXT
Alryii - J. B. Scott
Meaning and Lippin90tt Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Ratio 0 33 11 44
Parts of a whole 101 115 105 321
Parts of a collection 15 5 0 21
Unperformed division 1 0 0 1
Total 118 153 116 387
This table should be read as follows: Fractions ex-
pressing ratio occurred ~ times in the textbook pUblished by
Allyn and Bacon; 33 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company; 11 times in the textbook published by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 44 times in the three eighth
grade textbooks.47
f inspeoted to determine the size of the denominators of the
:~
:~
i fraotions. Eaoh ooourrenoe of a deoimal fraotion was tallied -:1
1 1 aooording to the lowest plaoe value of the number. Mixed
1
I deoimals were soored in twoplaoes. The integral part of a
mixed deoimal was tabulated with the whole numbers, and the
fraotional part of the value was tabulated with the deoimal
fraotions. The frequenoies of ocourrence of decimal frao-
tions in the three eighth grade general science textbooks
are shown in Table VIII.
Findings. An examination of Table VIII reveals the
following:
(1) Only three decimal fractions with more than two
digits were found in the three eighth grade general science
textbooks.
(2) The textbook published by Scott, Foresman and
Company 'contained approximately sixty-five and eighth-tenths
per oent of the deoimal fractions that were tabulated from
the three eighth grade general soience textbooks.
(3) There were two hundred eighty-six one-plaoe deci- -
mal fraotions in the three eighth grade textbooks. This
figure represents approximately seventy-two and four-tenths
per cent of all the deoimal fractions found in the three
eighth grade books.
Per oent. Expressions of per cent in the eighth grade
--..~.-TABLE VIII
48
FREQUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF D~CIIvIAL FRACTIONS
TABULA~ED FROM T~ EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDn~G TO THEIR LOVmST PLACE VALUE
2
o
o
o
1
395
286
106
Total
o
o
1
o
o
260
174
85
o
o
o
o
81
66
15
o 2
o
o
o
o
46
6
54
*Tenths
Beyond millionths
Total
Thousandths
~Thls table should be read as follows: one-place=aeci-
mal fractions occurred 46 times in the textbook published by
Allyn and Bacon; 66 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company; 174 times in the textbook pUblished by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 286 times in the three
eighth grade textbooks.
Tens of thousandths
Hundreds of thousandths
Millionths
Hundredths
Lowest Allyn J.B. Scott
place and Lippincott Foresman
..;.v..;;;a;.;;;;l;.;;;u;.;;e --=B..:;;a;..;;.c..:,o..:;;n:......--:;C..:,o,;;;;m;a;p..:;;a..:;;n:.ll.y and C. .=.o..:.,. _49
textbooks were analyzed and are presented in tour groups:
(l) cases of per cents trom one to ninety-nine; (2) cases of
one hundred per cent; (3) cases of per cents over one hundred
per cent; and (4) cases of fractional per cents. Each ex-
pression of per cent that was discovered in the textbooks
was tallied in one of the tour groups. Expressions of per
cent using mixed numbers were tallied in two places. The
integral part of a mixed number was scored in the appropriate
whole number per cent group, and the fractional part of the.
number was tabulated with the cases of fractional per cent.
The frequencies of occurrence of expressions of per cent in
the three textbooks for the eighth grade level are shown in
Table IX.
Findings. An inspection of Table IX reveals the
following:
(1) There were no expressions of aver one hundred per
cent in the three eighth grade textbooks; and there was only
one expression of one hundred per cent in the eighth grade
books.
(2) The eighth grade general science textbook publish-
ed by Scott, Foresman and Company used more than two times
as many expressions of per cent as that published by J. B.
Lippincott Company.
Terms with mathematical connotations. The eighth50
TABLE IX
FREQ,UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF EXPRESSIONS OF PER CENT
TABULATED FROM THE EIGHTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Allyn J. B. Scott
Size and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
* 1 to 99 per cent 34 27 49 110
100 per cent 1 0 0 1
Over 100 per cent 0 0 0 0
Fractional per cent 14 1 8 23
Total 49 28 57 134
*Thls table should be read as follows: Whole number
per cents from one to ninety-nine occurred 34 times in the
textbook published by Allyn and Bacon; 27 times in the text-
book published by J. B. Lippincott Company; 49 times in the
textbook pUblished by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 110
times in the three textbooks.51
grade textbooks were read and analyzed for ternls of a mathe-
matical nature. All terms that required a technical know-
ledge of number or of space were chosen for this analysis.
Included were words that denoted magnitudes, words and sym-
bols that signified units of measure, words and symbols that
signified operations with nmnbers, words that indicated pro-
perties of space and of form, and numerical prefixes. Each
occurrence of a mathematical term was recorded. The fre-
quencies of occurrence of terms with mathematical connota-
tion from the three eighth grade general science textbooks
are presented in Table Xo The items in this table are arrang-
ed in order of their total frequencies in the three books.
Findings. An examination of Table X reveals the
following:
(1) There were two hundred sixty-seven terms with
mathematical connotation used in the three eighth grade
general science textbooks.
(2) Terms with mathen~tical oonnotation in the eighth
grade textbooks ocourred a total of 15,627 times.
(3) The twenty-five most frequently used terms with
r~thematioal connotation in the eighth grade textbooks were:
weight, force, work, power, energy, temperature, pressure,
surface, miles, amount, inches, unit (whole), feet, pounds,
o (degrees of temperature), space, hours, distance, number,TABLE X
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TERMS WITH MAT~\~TICAL CONNOTATION FROM TffE EIGHTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER' OF FREQ,UENCY
Total
985
879
610
604
566
432
417
360
359
310
281
267
254
241
239
233
223
216
215
207
183
179
170
169
168
463
567
150
204
161
163
127
103
290
111
184
58
108
72
60
83
86
68
76
64
51
80
42
57
47
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
346
282
169
206
293
130
184
197
53
162
50
23
99
61
81
58
83
48
65
64
100
47
68
34
44
J. B.
Lippincott
Company
32
52
60
78
77
47
of temperature)186
47
108
98
82
54
100
74
79
Allyn
Term and
Bacon
*Weight or force 176
Work, power, or energy 130
Temperature 291
Pressure 195
Surface 112
Miles 139
Amount 106
Inches 60
Unit (whole) 16
Feet 37
Pounds
O(degrees
Space
Hours
Distance
*This table should be read as follows: VtJeight or force
occurred 176 times in the textbook published by Allyn and
Bacon; 346 times in the textbook published by J. B. Lippincott
Company; 463 times in the textbook published by Scott, Fores-
mand and Company; and 985 times in the three textbooks.
Number
Per
Direction
Measure, (verb or noun)
Line
Current
Center
Level
Diagram
Point (geometric)53 .
TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHIDf.J\TICAL CONNOTATION. FROM THE EIGHTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FRE(~,UENCY
Revolve 45
Period (of time) 19
Times (multiplication) 42
Degree (of temperature) 19
Speed 17
162
156
153
152
149
145
141
141
135
134
131
126
122
121
112
110
104
98
95
93
90
88
85
83
82
78
77
76
75
75
Total
11
24
32
16
28
17
10
31
75
32
22
24
2
11
8
34
20
41
45
44
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
46
42
104
41
43
58
41
91
27
20
22
71
33
33
o
56
3;3
14
19
91
31
63
51
24
41
54
61
24
60
48
41
38
28
5
16
50
38
38
10
61
J •B.
Lippincott
Company
32
40
26
3
34
6
15
36
54
6
Allyn
and
Bacon
94
43
16
78
106
31
67
36
89
23
66
43
57
25
27
Term
Ray
Size
- (range of values)
Circle
o (degrees of arc)
Length
Equals
Sphere or globe
Axis
Average
Rotate
Increase
Minutes (of time)
Height
Depth
Difference (numerical)
Vary or variation
Diameter
Cubic feet
Expand
Add
Rate
Incline
Equator
Reduce54
{'II
~ TABLE X (Continued) ,~I.
~i
.~' . TERM'S iVITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FHOM (rID: EIGHTH GRADE
I TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQ,UENCY i
I
j
i Allyn J.B. Soott i Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Baoon Company and Co.
Angle 29 22 23 74
Divide 28 5 40 73
Cylinder 12 38 22 72
Latitude 42 18 10 70
straight (line) 22 12 36 70
Resistance 0 47 20 67
Compare (numbers) 10 30 25 65
, Pole 31 17 17 65
Meridian 57 0 7 64
Altitude (linear) 36 22 5 63
Slope 3 49 10 62
Degree (of aID) 39 10 8 57
Hemisphere 41 3 12 56 .
Seconds (of time) 26 17 12 55
Time (interval) 10 34 11 55
Accuraoy (of numbers) 51 0 2 53
j Plane 20 33 0 53
Humidity (Relative) 23 19 10 52
f:\ Loss (numerioal) 20 13 14 47
i:j Scale 22 15 10 47
~.
;~
" ~! Longitude 36 0 8 44 \
Measurement 26 11 7 44
Veboity 32 8 4 44
Whole 18 20 6 44
Tons 9 11 22 42
Count 10 19 12 41
Density 0 0 41 41
Square inohes 11 14 16 41
Horizon 38 0 2 40
Area 12 9 17 38.~
cl
55
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TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS ',vITH 1,,'lATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FHOH THE EIGHTH GHADE
·TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQTn~NCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Calculate 22 6 10 38
Elevation 2 35 1 38
Decrease 10 15 11 36
Light year 21 2 12 35 Magnify 8 4 21 33
SQuare feet 4 2 27 33
Curve 9 8 15 32
~uantity 18 12 2 32
Data 30 0 1 31
Dense 1 0 30 31
Grams 3 1 27 31
Slant 24 3 3 30
Thickness 5 11 14 30
Approximate 22 4 3 29
Vertical 14 4 11 29
Exact (number) 22 0 6 28
Part (ratio) 13 9 6 28
~\cres 10 3 14 27
Estimate 9 9 9 27
Proportion 9 16 2 27
Contract 9 1 16 26
{i Cubic centimeters 9 6 11 26
.1 Perpendicular 23 1 2 26 i\
r;j Cycle 6 3 16 25 " Addition 0 10 14 24 "
,;.\
Ii t;
.~ Gallons 5 7 12 24 ~
!:' Ounces (of weight) 11 5 8 24
Total 4 13 7 24
Mathematics 3 17 3 23
SQuare (geometric) 4 9 10 2356
TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS 'NITH MATHEMATICAL GOliJNOTATIO~~ FRmI TI-fE EIGHTH G=--L~D~
TEXTBOOKS 1-'UHP,NG:J;D IN O-i:1Dl£R OF FIlli~UENCY
22
22
22
21
21
20
20
20
19
19
17
17
17
16
16
15
15
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
Total
1
7
1
8
1
1
1
4
7
3
10
9
8
8
o
o
o
6
8
3
13
1
o
9
o
15
o
o
13
o
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
o
o
o
o
o
8
4
8
8
o
20
o
3
6
4
1
9
1
o
3
o
o
o
o
4
4
11
6
2
3
J.B.
Lippincott
Company
o
20
11
5
12
4
9
6
5
21
3
7
16
7
13
o
15
14
1
14
9
1
3
4
6
11
5
10
3
6
Allyn
and
Bacon
Factor
Parallel of latitude
Unit (of measure)
Multiply
Parallel
Term
Graph or graph-
Reading (n~lerical)
1;Vidth
Division
Heat capacity
Isobar or isotherm
Limit (numerical)
Unequal
X (multiply)
Right angle
Kilograms
Fix (point of position)
Counterclockwise
Cubic inches
Tri-
Yards
Cone
Figure (number)
Spiral
Horizontal
- (negative
Pints
Ellipse
Gauge
PercentageB,
'~
),
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TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS 1'vITH MATHEMATICIIL COl{NOTATION FROM Tffl~ EIGHTH mUiDE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foremman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Continuous 6 1 3 10
Excess 6 4 0 10
Millibar 8 0 2 10
Ounces (fluid) 10 0 0 10
;~uarts (fluid) 2 5 3 10
Hange (of values) 5 4 1 10
Uniform (motion) 6 4 0 10
Volume 7 2 1 10
Course (numbered) 8 0 1 9
Focus 7 0 2 9
Magnitude 5 4 0 9
Altitude (angle) 8 0 0 8
Below zero 5 1 2 8
Calorie 0 0 8 8
Contour 5 0 3 8
, (minutes of are) 0 0 8 8
Relative position 7 1 0 8
- (subtract) 0 7 1 8
Tetra- 8 0 0 8
Yield 0 4 4 8
L·' Alternate 0 4 3 7 .
,{ Bushels 0 0 7 7 ~<
~} Constant 5 2 0 7
~ = (equals) 1 0 6 7 '.I
J~ Lateral 6 0 1 7 2~
.~
tl Minimum 2 5 0 7 !,
il Opposite sides 0 3 4 7 I.
. ~ Ratio 1 0 6 7
.~ . (ratio) 0 0 7 7 .
Subtract 3 4 0 758
TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATIfJ~MATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE EIGHTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS AHRANGED IN ORDER OF FRE'~UENCY
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
Tot al
3
o
1
1
3
3
o
o
2
2
o
o
o
o
3
o
o
3
o
o
1
o
1
3
o
1
o
2
o
1
o
o
o
3
2
3
4
o
1
2
2
o
4
2
o
o
1
1
1
1
o
1
1
o
1
1
4
1
o
o
J.B. 3cott
Lippincott Foresman
Company and Co.
5
5
5
2
o
o
2
5
2
1
1
6
1
3
3
2
o
o
3
2
5
3
o
3
3
3
3
2
1
3
Allyn
and
Bacon
Square miles
Zero
Bore
Circumference
Dozen
Terms
Gain (numerical)
Intersect
Interval
Maximum
Portractor
Great circle
Minute (of arc)
Q,uadrant
Relative amount
Triangle
Zenith
Arc
Capacity
Clockwi~e
Corresponding numbers
Cross seotion
Figure (geometrio)
Fraotion
Graduate
Plus
Points (of a oompass)
Statistics
Almanac
Correction (numerical}
Error (numerioal)59
TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS WITH M.ATHEM.ATICAL CONNOTATION FROI\~ THE EIGHTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Frequency 0 3 0 3 Horse power 1 2 0 3 Mean (statistical) 3 0 0 3 Volt 3 0 0 3 Base I 0 I 2
Bearing (angle) 1 0 I 2
Calibrate 2 0 0 2
Census 2 b 0 2
Cube 1 0 1 2
Decimal point I 0 1 2
Diagonal 0 2 0 2
Efficiency (ratio) 0 2 0 2
Enlarge 1 1 0 2
Equidistant 2 0 0 2
Exceed 0 2 0 2
ft (inches) 0 0 2 2
Intensity 2 0 0 2 Meter 2 0 0 2
Metric ton 0 0 2 2
Multiple 1 1 0 2
.; ~ Penumbra 2 0 0 2
+ (positive) 2 0 0 2 l Rectangular 0 0 2 2
;;:1
~'i Register (measure) 2 0 0 2 .~
.~ Schedule 2 0 0 2 n
J
Square (multiply) 2 0 0 2
Square yards 1 1 0 2
Sum 0 2 0 2 j. Umbra 2 0 0 2
Vertex 2 0 0 2'1
iI
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TABLE X (Continued)
TERMS WITH :MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE EIGHTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Watt 1 1 0 2 Arithmetic 0 0 1 1 Barrels 0 0 1 1 Centimeter 0 0 1 1 Corresponding IE rts 1 0 0 1
Corresponding points 1 0 0 1 Cubic miles 0 0 1 1 Cubic yards 0 0 1 1 Dimension 1 0 0 1
+ (divided by) 0 1 0 1
Even number 1 0 0 1 Grade (ratio) 0 1 0 1 Milligrams 0 0 1 1 Millimeters 1 0 0 1 Minus 0 0 1 1
Negative 0 0 1 1 Outline 1 0 0 1 Positive 0 0 1 1 Project ,( verb) 0 0 1 1 Round number 1 0 0 1
. ~ Second (of arc) 1 0 0 1
" Section 1 0 0 1 \(
Semi- 0 1 0 1 ;~
'1 Square rods 0 1 0 1
!I
~ Value 1 0 0 1 ~
I
Total 5,159 5,040 5,428 15,627
:1NINTH GRADE 'I1EXTBOOKS
occurrences of terms with mathematical connotation in the
IV. CONCEPTS THAT VmHE INCLUDED IN THE
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The fre- I
47 Cf. ante p. 2.
48 C1'. ante p. 3.
49 C1'. ante p. 3.
per, direction, ueasure, line, current, and center.
The three textbooks that were analyzed in this part
three eighth grade textbooks.
(4) Twenty-four of the two hundred sixty-seven terms
quencies of these twenty-five terms totaled 8,260 times or
approximately fifty-two and nine-tenths per cent of the 15,627
occurred only once during the reading of the three books.
by the investigator. All terms with mathematical signifi-
with mathematical connotation in the eighth grade textbooks
of the study were written specifically for the ninth grade
level. They were: Our Environment: How We Use and Control -----
It,47 published by Allyn and Bacon; Using
o • 48 pUblisp.- ~~,
ed by J., B. Lippincott Company; and Science Problems For the
Junior High School, Book },49 published by Scott, Foresman
~ cance in each book were recorded, and the frequency of occur-
rence of each term was tabulated. These data were organized
" and Company. Each book was read and analyzed individually62
into five categories. They were: (1) whole nwnbersj (2)
common fractions; (3) decimal fractionsj (4) expressions of
per cent; and (5) other expressions with mathematical conno-
tations.
Wnole numbers. Whole nwnbers and integral parts of
mixed numbers from the three ninth grade textbooks were
classified according to their size. The size of the number
discovered in each case was indicated by tallying it accord-
ing to the highest place value of the nwaber. NWlbers of
all forms (excepting Roman numerals) and nwnbers serving
all functions were scored. The frequencies of occurrence
of all whole numbers in the ninth grade general science
textbooks are shown in Table XI.
Findin~s. An examination of Table XI reveals the
following:
(1) Whole numbers of all sizes occurred 19,278 times
in the three ninth grade general science textbooks.
(2) The total frequency of occurrence of three-place
whole numbers in the three ninth grade textbooks was larger
than the total frequency of occurrence of two-place whole
numbers in those books.
(3) Whole numbers with more than six digits occurred
257 times in the three ninth grade textbooks. This figure
represents approximately one and three-tenths per cent ofTABLE XI
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FREQUENCIES OF OCCm~~ENCE OF V~OLE
NUMBERS IN THE NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Total
10,798
3,065
4,032 -
941
119
66
257
19,278
3434
710
1641
339
40
32
93
6,289
54
25
91
3464
1219
994
186
6,033
3900
1136
1397
416
25
9
73
6,956
*Units
Tens
Total
Tens of thousands
Thousands
Millions and over
Hundreds
Hundreds of thousands
*This table should be read as follows: One-place whole
numbers occurred 3900 times in the textbook published by Allyn
and Bacon; 3464 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company, 3434 times in the textbook published by
Scott, Foresman and Company, and 10,798 times in the three
ninth grade book~.
Highest Allyn J.B. Scott
place and Lippincott Foresman
..;.v.;;;.a.;;;.l.;;;.u..;..e B_a_c_o_n__ C_oI_n.... p_an.....:y"--__ a_nd Co. _64
all the whole num.bers in the three ninth grade textbooks.
COIDlJlOn fractions. The comrJ.on fora ctions discovered in
the three ninth grade textbooks were examined to determine
their particular meanings. A fraction, according to Spitzer,50
has four functions: (1) expression of a ratio; (2) indica-
tion of one or more equal parts of a whole; ()) indication
of one or more equal parts of a collection; and (4) indica-
tion of an unperformed division. The function of each COIillUon
fraction encountered during the reading of the textbooks was
determined in context. A tally of each fraction was made in
accordance with its use. In many cases the expression of the
fraction could be interpreted with more than one meaning.
In cases of ambiguity, the most dominant neaning was chosen
for tabulation. In:cases where mixed numbers occurred two
tabulations were made. The integral part of the mixed nillU-
ber was scored with the whole numbers, and the fractional
part of the mixed number was scored with the CODmon fractionso
The frequencies of occurrence of the four meanings of COIillUon
fractions used in the ninth grade general science textbooks
are shown in Table XII.
Findings. An examination of Table XII reveals the
following:
50 Spitzer, loco cit.1
1
!
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TABLE XII
FREQ.UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF CQIi1MON FRACTIONS
TABULATED FROM THE NINTH GIUDE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO THEIR USE IN CONTEXT
Allyn J.B. Scott
Meaning and Lippinc.ott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
*Ratio 20 111 13 144
Parts of a whole 104 158 64 326
Parts of a collection 16 '5 7 28
Unperformed division 6 7 0 13
Total 146 281 84 511
*This table should be read as follows: Fractions ex-
pressing ratio occurred 20 times in the textbook published by
Allyn and Bacon; 111 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott Company; 13 times in the textbook published by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 144 times in the three ninth
grade textbooks.'.,
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(1) The ninth grade general science textbook published.
by J. B. Lippincott Company used 111 corillUon fractions to ex-
press ratio; whereas, the ninth grade textbook published by
Scott, Foresnmn and Company used only 13 fractions to express
ratios.
(2) There were only thirteen cases of CODmon fractions
used to express unperformed division in the three ninth grade
general science textbooks.
(3) In the three ninth grade textbooks, there were
326 cases of comraon fractions that were used to express parts
of a whole. This figure represents sixty-three and eight-
tenths per cent of t he total number of occurrences of common
fractions in the three ninth grade textbooks.
(4) The ninth grade general science textbook published
by J. B. Lippincott Company used a total of 281 cmumon frac-
tions. This figure represents approximately fifty-five per
cent of the total number of occurrences of common fractions
in the three ninth grade textbooks.
Decimal fractions. The decimal forms of fractional
values that were found in the three ninth grade textbooks
were inspected to determine the size of the denominators of
the fractions. Each occurrence of a decimal fraction was
tallied according to the lowest place value of the number.
Mixed decimals were scored in two places. The integral partbooks.
shown in Table XIII.
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Expressions of per cent in the three ninth Per cent.
fractions in the ninth grade general science textbooks are
the fractional part of the value was tabulated with the deci-
mal fractions. The frequencies of occurrence of declllal
(2) Only thirteen decimal fractions in the nin~h
of a mixed decimal was tabulated with the whole numbers, and
Findings. An examination of Table XIII reveals the
following.
(1) The ninth grade general science textbook published
grade textbooks were analyzed and are presented in four
groups: (1) cases of per cents from one to ninety-nine; (2)
cases of one hundred per cent; (3) cases of per cents over
one hundred per cent; and (4) cases of fractional per cents.
Each expression of per cent that was discovered in the text-
books was tallied in one of the four groups. Expressions of
grade textbooks were decimals with more than two places.
This figure represents approximately three and seven-tenths
per cent of the total 350 decimal fractions used by the three
ninth grade textbooks.
by A~lyn and Bacon contained 221 decimal fractions. This
figure represents approximately sixty-three and one-tenth
per cent of the decimal fractions found in all three of thei
j
/)
I
;1
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TABLE XIII
FREQ,tfENCIES OF OCCURrrENCE OF DECDvIAL FRACTION3
TABULATED FROM THE NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
ACCORDING TO THEIR LO~~~3T PLACE VALLm
Lowest Allyn J.B. Scott
place and Lippinc.ott Foresman Total
value Bacon Company and Co.
*Tenths 77 76 17 170
Hundredths 138 13 16 167
Thousandths 4 '3 0 7
Tens of thousandths 2 1 0 3
Hundreds of thousandths 0 0 0 0
Millionths 0 1 2 3
Beyond millionths 0 0 0 0
Total 221 94 35 350
~Thrs table should be read as follows: One-place deci-
mal fractions occurred 77 times in the textbook published by
Allyn and Bacon; 76 times in the textbook published by J. B.
Lippincott 00mpany; 17 tir.les in the textbook pUblished by
Scott, Foresman and Company; and 170 times in the three ninth
grade textbooks.69
per cent using mixed numbers were tallied in two places.
The integral part of a mixed number was scored in the appro-
priate whole number per cent group, and the fractional part
of the number was tabulated with the 'cases of fractional per
cent. The frequencies of occurrence of expressions of per
cent in the three general science textbooks for the ninth
grade level are presented in Table XIV.
Findings. An examination of Table XIV reveals the
following:
(1) The three ninth grade general science textbooks
used 594 expressions of per cent ranging from one to ninety-
nine. This figure represents approximately ninety-three and
seven-tenths per cent of the total 634 expressions of per
cent in the three ninth grade books.
(2) The ninth grade textbook pUblished by Allyn and
Bacon used a total of 333 expressions of per cent. This
figure represents approximately fifty-two and five-tenths per
cent of the total 634 expressions of per cent in the ninth
grade books.
Terms ~ mathematical connotations. The ninth grade
textbooks were read and analyzed for terms of a mathematical
nature. All terms that required a technical knowledge of
number and of space were chosen for this analysis. Included
were words that denoted magnitudes, words and symbols that
signified units of measure, works and symbols that signified,
:\
~
Ii
~i ;1
~1·1,
.~;
i
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TABLE XIV
FRE~UENCIES OF OCCUER~NCE OF E:X:P~lESSIONB OF PElt CENT
TABULNI'ED FRQl"j TH:,~ NINTH GRl~m~ TJ~lcrrBOOKS
Allyn J.B. Scott
Size and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Gompany and Co.
*1 to 99 per cent 315 175 104 594
100 per cent 4 5 7 16
Over 100 per cent 1 0 2 3
Fractional per cent 13 0 8 21
Total 333 180 121 634
*This table should be read as follov\ls: 'iJhole nwnber-'
per cents from one to ninety-nine occurred 315 times in the
textbook published by Allyn and Bacon; 175 times in the text-
book published by J. B. Lippincott Company; 104 times in the
textbook published by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 594 .
times in the three ninth grade textbooks.71
operations with numbers, words that indicated properties of
space and of form, and numerical prefixes. Each occurrence
of a mathematical term was recorded. The frequencies of
occurrence of terms with mathematical connotation from the
three ninth grade general science textbooks are presented
in Table XV. The items in this table are arranged in order
of their total frequencies in the three books.
Findings. An examination of Table XV reveals the
following:
(I) Two hundred ninety-one different terms with mathe-
matical connotation were used in the three ninth grade general
science textbooks.
(2) Terms with mathematical connotation in the ninth
grade textbooks occurred a total of 22,571 times.
(3) The twenty-five most frequently used terms with -
mathematical connotation in the three ninth grade textbooks
were: work, power, energy, weight, force, current, feet,
amount, pressure, surface, number, per, distance, unit (whole),
~ pounds, increase, inches, line, measure, temperature, ray,
!~
t~ H liours, miles, speed, and spaoe. The frequencies of these
JJ
~ twenty-five terms totaled 11,435 times or approximately
fifty and six-tenths per cent of the 22,571 occurrences of
terms with mathematical connotation in the three ninth grade
textbooks.*This table should be read as follows: Work, power,
g or energy occurred 684 times in the textbook published by
~ Allyn and Bacon; 681 times in the textbook published by J.
n B. Lippincott Company; 637 times in the textbook published
1 by Scott, Foresman and Company; and 2002 times in the three
ninth grade textbooks.
TABLE l'CV
'Yi£nJ\1..3 WITH l:lATHEMATIGAL CONNOTI,TION FE-01I; THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS A;.1Hi~NG:e;D IN OrtnER OF FHE~UENCY
72
2002
1193
1036
607
591
581
511
389
389
382
365
'?J47
341
318
316
311
308
296
295
293
289
275
261
263
246
Total
637
384
394
242
118
98
110
127
78
159
282
147
52
95
75
65
62
71
49
37
62
46
94
76
81
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
681
533
499
212
323
214
174
181
223
135
62
125
174
95
121
164
188
100
158
124
143
130
110
88
120
J.B.
Lippincott
Company
21
75
115
128
120
82
58
125
88
132
84
99
57
89
45
Allyn
Term and
Bacon
Speed
Space
Length
Cylinder
Second (of time)
Measure (verb or noun)
Temperature
Ray
Hours
Miles
*Work, power, or energy 684
Weight or force 276
Current 143
Feet 153
Amount 150
Unit (whole)
Pounds
Increase
Inches
Line
Pressure 269
Surface 227
Number 81
Per 88
Distance 88
.~
J
I,
"
',I
!.~
'i
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TABLE XV (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHE1VIATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE NINTH GliADE
TEXTBOOKS AHRANGED IN OHDER OF FP..E:~1JjJ;NCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Direction 74 65 100 239
Volt 26 98 97 221
Size 66 100 54 220
Center 125 55 35 215
Diagram 52 91 69 212
Resistance 0 157 44 201
Rate 50 86 60 196
Point (geometric) 78 76 37 191
Calorie 43 143 1 187
Equals 59 99 28 186
Watt 19 65 97 181
Times (multiply) 49 77 4€l 174
Reduce 28 105 29 162
Time (interval) 92 24 45 161
- (negative) 2 21 132 155
Rotate 55 66 25 146
Vary or variation 55 62 26 143
Average 30 92 20 142
Divide 24 48 58 130
Height 44 48 35 127
Minutes (of time) 50 49 28 127
Degree (of temperature) 49 65 7 121
Period (of time) 32 42 46 120
Focus 26 35 56 117
+ (positive) 3 2 110 115
Horse power 42 13 57 112
; ~ Negative 3 60 46 109
Ii Ampere 25 39 44 108
~ Difference (numerical) 50 45 13 108 ts
}1 Unit (of measure) 37 44 21 10274
TABLE XV (Continued)
TERMS lITTH MAT~~TIGAL C01TNOTATION FROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN OHDER OF FREQUlENCY
-Xllyn J .B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Level 43 38 13 94 Grams 79 13 . 0 92 Cycle 44 25 20 89
Efficiency (ratio) 29 32 28 89
Incline 38 39 12 89
Mechanical advantage 0 36 52 88
Angle 19 40 28 87 Curve 32 '36 19 87 Total 35 39 13 87 Positive 3 39 42 84
Revolve 40 29 14 83 Volume 53 27 3 83 x (multiply) 36 30 16 82
Add 6 55 20 81 Estimate 14 46 21 81
Depth 33 14 33 80
Circle 26 30 22 78 Proportion 20 54 3 77 straight. (line) 9 47 21 77 Area 20 50 6 76
" Expand 15 56 5 76 ~~. Decrease 20 45 8 73 ri Compare (numbers) 0 48 24 72
,I
,I
Alternate 19 29 23 71
'J
~ Plane 15 36 20 71
,.
!~
.~ I Tons 27 30 12 69
Loss (numerical) 11 54 3 68
~uantity 50 16 2 68 O(degrees of temperature) 55 0 13 68
Diameter 31 16 20 6775
TABLE Arv (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHill,~TICAL CON~OTATION FROM THE NTI~TH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQ,UENCY
Total
67
66
66
63
63
62
60
60
60
60
59
59
57
55
54
53
53
48
47
46
46
45
44
43
42
40
38
38
36
35
23
o
17
11
3
17
24
28
15
30
15
16
o
9
28
22
o
9
5
o
9
13
1
7
15
o
2
4
11
3
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
17
34
23
22
29
11
21
25
26
28
20
16
25
27
23
23
36
18
12
16
30
24
29
22
18
21
18
19
12
7
J.B.
Lippincott
Comp§..!"!y
27
32
26
30
31
34
15
7
19
2
24
27
32
19
3
8
17
21
30
30
7
8
14
14
9
19
18
15
13
25
Allyn
and
Bacon
Frequency
Humidity (relative)
- (range of values)
Pole
Scale
Term
Whole
Arc
Multiply
Parallel
Pitch (ratio)
Equator
Density
Range (of values)
Gallons
Value
= (equals)
Part (ratio)
o (degrees of arc)
Magnify
Slope
Kilo-
Latitude
Acres
Sphere or globe
Altitude (linear)
Yield
Square inches
Degrees(of arc)
Count
Thickness
A
;\
I
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TABLE XV (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF RRE~UENCY
Allyn J. B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresmand Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Capacity 33 1 0 34
Cross section 21 10 3 34 Division 12 15 7 34 Measurement 5 26 2 33 Width 14 :3 15 32
Contract (reduce) 7 19 5 31
Reading (nllinerical) 8 17 5 30
Calculate 5 13 11 29
Cubic feet 7 12 10 29
Specific gravity (ratio) 11 18 0 29
Square (geometric) 15 5 9 29
Figure (number) 8 10 10 28
Interval 9 12 7 28
Meridian 18 9 0 27
Axis 24 2 0 26
Addition 3 11 11 25
Horizontal 15 2 7 24
Longitude 7 17 0 24
., Spiral 9 4 11 24 .\ Vertical 16 2 6 24
;, Bushels 9 11 3 23
t{ Excess 19 3 0 22
M Q,uarts (fluid) 10 12 0 22 Ij Exact 7 12 2 21
Section 20 0 1 21
Cone 11 3 5 19 Ohm 5 14 0 19 Percentage 7 7 5 19 Pints 14 5 0 19
Circumference 4 0 14 1877
TABLE x:v (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHID1ATICAL CO~~OTATION fROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ATITLANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Contour 3 0 15 18
Fraction 4 6 8 18
Limit (numerical) 10 8 0 18
Opposite sides 9 7 2 18
Accuracy (numerical) 6 5 6 17
Cubic centimeters 4 13 a 17
IvIillibar 17 0 0 17
Square (multiply) 0 17 0 17
Uniform (motion) 2 8 7 17
British Thermal Units 2 14 0 16
Dense 0 15 1 16
Elevation 5 11 0 16
Ounces(of weight) 13 3 0 16
Ratio 14 2 0 16
Right angle 3 8 5 16
Square feet 5 9 2 16
Yards 3 1 12 16
Approximate 5 4 6 15
\ Continous 15 0 0 15
1 Intensity (numerical) 6 3 6 15 'i
1
H
~J Mathematics 8 7 0 15 'I Tri-(other than triangle)15 0 0 15
Base 8 1 5 14
Enlarge 2 12 0 14
Formula 9 4 1 14
Decimals 0 9 4 13
Dozen 6 4 3 13
Graph or graph- 9 1 3 13
Hemisphere 13 0 0 13
Polarize 13 0 0 13TABLE XV (CONTINUED)
TERMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOT1,TION FRm'1 TIrE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQl~NGY
78
12
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
Total
2
3
o
o
1
o
o
1
o
1
3
6
8
o
o
4
o
1
4
o
o
4
o
o
o
o
2
o
o
o
Scott
Foresman
and 00.
o
9
7
9
1
9
9
6
o
6
4
1
1
1
3
6
1
5
3
2
o
o
4
6
3
5
3
:2
10
1
J.B.
Lippincott
Oompany
2
1
o
o
8
o
o
2
9
2
o
7
6
3
4
10
o
5
3
9
Allyn
and
Bacon
Light year
Millimicron
Minimum
Relative position
Zero
Cubic inches
Factor
Horizon
Velocity
Oonstant (numerical)
Term
Oonverge
Equation
Exceed
Grade (ratio)
Minute (of arc)
Below zero
Course (nwuerical)
Points (of a compass)
Triangle.
Eccentric
... (add)
+ (divided by)
" (inches)
Millimeters
Oorresponding parts
Gain (numerical)
Perpendicular
Subtract
Accelerate
AmplitudeTABLE XV (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FHEQUENCY
Term
Square miles
Sum
Barrels
Corresponding numbers
Curvature
Figure (geometric)
Fix (point of position)
Inverse
Plus
Relative amount
Schedule
Candle power
Correction (numerical)
Cubic yards
Data
Graduate
Maximum
Meter
Rectangular
Second (of arc)
Slant
Tetra-
Unequal
Acreage
Ellipse
Guage
Mileage
Shortage (numerical)
Almanac
Altitude (angle)
Allyn
and
Bacon
4
2
o
2
4
3
5
o
4
2
5
4
o
1
3
4
3
o
1
2
o
o
4
2
o
2
2
I
2
o
J.B.
Lippincott
Company
I
3
3
3
o
1
o
5
1
3
o
o
3
I
1
o
1
3
o
2
1
4
o
1
3
o
1
o
o
1
Scott
Foresman
and Co.
Total
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
7980
TABLE XV (Continued)
TERMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Allyn J.B. Scott
Term and Lippincott Foresman Total
Bacon Company and Co.
Coefficient 0 0 2 2
Dimension 0 I I 2
Diverge 2 0 0 2
Error (numerical) 0 2 0 2
Isobar or isotherm 2 0 0 2
Kilometers I I 0 2
Minus I I 0 2
Odd numbers I 0 I 2
Ounces (fluid) 2 0 0 2
Outline I 0 I 2
, (minutes of arc) I I 0 2
Penumbra I I 0 2
Protractor 0 0 2 2 . (ratio) 2 0 0 2 .
Reckon 2 0 0 2
Register (measure) 2 0 0 2
Relative size 2 0 0 2
Round number I 0 I 2
n (seconds of arc) I I 0 2
Similar (figures) 2 0 0 2
~!
(,~ - (SUbtract) I I 0 2
~1 Surplus 2 0 0 2 ;J
~ Umbra I I 0 2
.~ Zenith 2 0 0 2
i Accumulate I 0 0 I
Alignment I 0 0 1
Arithmetic 0 0 I I
Bearing (angle) 1 0 0 1
Cancel 0 0 I I
Circum- (omitting
circumference) I 0 0 181
TABLE XV (CONTINUED)
TERMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOT.ATION FROM THE NINTH GRADE
TEXTBOOKS ARRANGED IN O~DER OF FREQUENCY'.j
~ matical connotationo
fj ,I
~l
i Whole numbers. From Tables I, VI, and XI, respective-
.j
ly, the total frequencies of occurrence of whole numbers
from the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks were
collected together. The frequencies collected were those
that indicated the highest place values of the original whole
FOR THE THREE GRADES COMBIl~D
V. CONCEPTS THAT VVERE INCLUDED IN THE TEXTBOOKS
The data that were obtained from the textbooks for
82
(4) Twentt-five of the two hundred ninety-one dif-
total of 9,372 times in the ninth grade textbook published
by J. B. Lippincott Company.
ferent terms with mathematical connotation in the three
ninth grade textbooks occurred only in those bookso
(5) Terms with mathematical connotation occurred a
each of the three grade levels (seventh, eighth, and ninth)
were compiled for examination in this part of the analysis.
the tabulations were combined directly. These data were
organized into five categories. They were: (l) whole num-
bers; (2) common fractions; (3) decimal fractions; (4) ex-
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks, respectively,
pressions of per cent; and (5) other expressions with mathe-
Since the same criteria were used to gather data from the
~
'j
:1
.J
I'I
ibooks.
Common fraotions. From Tables II, VII, and Jell, re-
the whole nrnabers in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
83
The frequencies of occurrence of numbers in the textbooks.
all whole numbers in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
general science textbooks are shown in Table XVI.
spectively, the total frequencies of occurrence of co~@on
of all the whole numbers in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade books.
books was larger than the total frequency of occurrence of
two-place whole numbers in those books.
(3) Whole nrnubers with more than six digits occurred
eighth, and ninth grades.
(2) The total frequency of occurrence of three-plaoe
in the nine general soience textbooks for the seventh,
(4) The frequencies of one-place whole nilllbers in the
nine general scienoe textbooks totaled 23,759. This number
represents approximately fifty-seven and four-tenths per cent
whole numbers in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
represents approximately one and two-tenths per cent of all
Findings. An examination of Table XVI reveals the
following:
(1) Whole numbers of all sizes occurred 41,356 times
491 times in the nine general science textbooks. This figurei
I
::1
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TABLE XVI
FREQUENCIES OF OCCTJR.RENCE OF WHOL:B; NUlmERS IN THE
SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units 5,711 7,250 10,798 23,759
Tens 1,318 2,618 3,065 7,001
Hundreds 1,567 2,419 4,032 8,018
Thousands 289 558 941 1,788
Tens of thousands 20 40 119 179
Hundreds of thousands 24 30 66 120
Millions and over 110 124 257 491
Total 9,039 13,039 19,278 41,356
*This table should be read as follows: One-place whole
numbers occurred 5,711 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
7,250 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 10,798 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 23,759 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.85
fractions from the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books were collected together. The frequencies collected
were those that indicated the LeaninGs of the ~riginal com-
mon fractions as they were used in context in the textbooks.
The total freQuencies of occurrence of the functions of com-
mon fractions in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books are shown in Table ]CVII.
Findings. An examination of Table XVII reveals the
following:
(1) CODwon fractions with all meanings occurred 1,094
times in the nine general science textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades.
(2) The total frequency of occurrence of fractions
used to express parts of a whole in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks was 786. This figure represents
approxinmtely seventy-one and eight-tenths per cent of the
1,094 common fractions in the nine general science textbooks.
Decimal fractions. From Tables III, VIII, and XIII,
respectively, the total frequencies of occurrence of decimal
fractions in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were collected together. The frequencies collected were
those that indicated the lowest place values of the original
decimals in the textbooks. The frequencise of occurrence of
all decimal fractions in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade86
Ti\BLE XVII
FRE'~UENCIES OF OCCUi·m:5.;NCE OF COl,IMON FRACTIONS IN nrl!:
SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TbJCTBOOKS
Seventh Eighth Ninth
Meaning grade grade grade Total
*Hatio 49 44 144 237
Parts of a whole 139 321 326 786
Parts of a collection 8 21 28 57
Unperformed division 0 1 13 14
Total 196 387 511 1,094
*This table should be read as follows: Fractions ex-
pressing ratio occurred 49 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 44 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 144 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 237 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.87
general science textbooks are shown in Table XVIII.
Findings. An inspection of Table XVIII reveals the
following:
(I) Decimal fractions of all kinds occurred 951 times
in the nine general science textbooks for the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades.
(2) Decimal fractions of all kinds occurred 395 times
in the eighth grade textbooks. This figure represents approxi-
mately forty-one and five-tenths per cent of all the decimal
fractions in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
(3) Decimal fractions with more than two digits occur-
red seventeen times in the nine general science textbooks.
This number represents approximately one and eight-tents per
cent of the 951 decimal fractions in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade books.
(4) There were no decimal fractions with more than
six digits in the nine general science textbooks.
Per cent. From Tables IV, IX, and XIV, respectively,
the total frequencies of occurrence of expressions of per
cent from the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were collected together. The frequencies collected were
those that indicated the sizes of the original per cents in
the textbooks. The total frequencies of occurrence of all
expressions of per cent in the seventh, eighth, and ninth88
TABLE XVIII
FREQUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF D3Cll1AL FRACTIONS IN ~eHE
SEVENTH, EIGHTH, A1\11) NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Lowest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Tenths 175 286 170 631
Hundredths 30 106 167 303
Thousandths 1 2 7 10
Tens of thousandths 0 0 3 3
Hundreds of thousandths 0 1 0 1
Millionths 0 0 3 3
Beyond millionths 0 0 0 0
Total 206 395 350 951
*This table should be read as follows: One-place deci-
mal fractions occurred 175 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 286 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 170 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 631 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks."j,
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grade general science textbooks are presented in Table XIX.
Findings. An examination of Table XIX reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of per cent of all sizes occurred
1,722 times in the nine general science textbooks for the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.
(2) Expressions of per cent were used a total of 954
times in the seventh grade general science textbooks. This
number represents approximately fifty-five and four-tenths
per cent of the total 1,722 expressions of per cent in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade books.
(3) Expressions of per cent from one to ninety-nine
occurred 1,503 times in the nine general science textbooks.
This figure represents approximately eighty-seven and three-
tenths per cent of the total 1,722 expressions of per cent
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
Terms with mathematical connotation. Terms with mathe-
matical connotation in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were collected together from Tables V, X, and XV,
respectively. The frequencies of the terms that were common
to those three tables were combined to determine the total
frequencies of occurrence of the terms in all the textbooks.
Then, the terms were rearranged in order of their total fre-
quencies of occurrence in the books for all three grades.,
I
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TABL::I: XIX
Fl:m~UENCIJ~S OF OCCUHli.ENCE OF .BXPHE3SIONS OF E~ii. CENT
IN THE ,sEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NIN'I1H GIlADJ:B TEXTBOOKS
Seventh Eighth Ninth
Size grade grade grade Total
*1 to 99 per cent 799 110 594 1,50.3
100 per cent 17 1 16 .34
Over 100 per cent 0 0 .3 .3
Fractional per cent 138 2.3 21 182
Total 95Lj- 134 634 1,722
*This table should be read as follows: Whole number
per cents from one to ninety-nine occurred 799 times in the
seventh grade textbooks; 110 times in the eighth brade text-·
books; 594 tioes in the ninth grade textbooks; and 1,503
times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.91
The total freQuencies of occurrence of terms with mathemati-
cal connotation in the seventh, eighth,. and ninth grade text-
books are presented in Table XX.
Findings. An inspection of Table XX reveals the
following:
(l) Three hundred sixteen different terms with mathe-
metical connotation were used in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade general science textbooks.
(2) Terms with mathematical' connotation in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks occurred a total of 45,325
times.
(3) Terms with mathematical connotation occurred 7,127
times in the seventh grade textbooks; they occurred with
approximately two times this freQuency (15,627) in the eighth
grade textbooks; and they occurred with approximately three'
times this freQuency (22,571) in the ninth grade textbooks.
(4) The twent~-five most freQuently used terms with
mathematical connotation in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks were: work, power, energy,weight, force,
pressure, surface, amount, current, temperature, feet, unit
(whole), number, pounds, inches, miles, distance, space,
per, hours, measure, line, increase, direction, and ray.
The freQuencies of these twenty-five terms totaled 23,685
times or approximately fifty-two and three-tenths per cent92
TEmm \iiITH LlilTHfuJA'TIC':;L COlIJNOThTION F~Q}; Tlmj~I:V:~NTH,
EIGHTH, MID NINTH C.:.:u;DE TinXTBOOK3
Total
3,175
2,630
1,399
1,362
1,324
1,314
1,189
1,045
1,002
955
950
895
849
713
702
677
639
638
616
548
546
517
516
468
457
389
295
311
316
341
3L~7
318
293
382
275
239
296
220
261
215
2,002
1,193
581
511
591
1,036
308
607
365
389
223
241
215
207
126
216
162
156
145
179
65
103
112
93
81
91
59
140
62
63
Seventh Eighth Ninth
Term grade Gr8de ~G.~8de
*This table should be read as follows: 'iork, Qow8r, or
energy occurred 294 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
879 tim.es in the eighth grade textbooks; 2,002 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 3,175 tim.es in the 36venth, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.
Direction
Ray
Size
Len~th
Center
~"I k 2 Cl4 l(o,·'·79 Tior , power, or energy 7
Weight or force 452 985
Pressure 214 604
Surface 285 566
Amount 316 417
Current 95 183
Temperature 271 610
Feet 128 310
Unit (whole) 278 '359
Number 333 233
Pounds 322 281
Inches 217 360
Miles 124 432
Distance 92 239
Space 173 254
Per
Hours
Measure (verb or noun)
Line
Increase
·094
T.t~BLE XX: (Continued)
TERMS '/aTH MATHIDTATICAL CONNOTl\TION F~=tOId THE SEVENTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Seventh Efghth Ninth
Term. ~rade grade grade Total
Calorie 16 8 187 211
Revolve 13 110 83 206
Cycle 87 25 89 201
Humidity (relative) 74 52 66 192
Watt 0 2 181 183
Incline 6 76 89 171
Axis 9 135 26 170
Diameter 18 85 67 170
Straight (line) 23 70 77 170
Angle 8 74 87 169
- (negative) 1 12 155 ,168
Pole 38 65 64 166
COillp3. re (numbers) 23 65 72 160
Focus 22 9 117 148
Slope 27 62 54 143
<iuantity 42 32 68 142
Tons 29 42 69 140
Loss (numerical) 23 47 68 138
Grams 11 31 92 134
Whole 28 44 62 134
Curve 12 32 87 131
Plane 6 53 71 130
Unit (of measure) 8 20 102 130
Altitude (linear) 20 63 46 129
Area 14 38 76 128
i
,I
Equator 75 40 127
"I 12 ,I Magnify 39 33 55 127
I
Latitude 2 70 53 125
I Total 12 24 87 123
Volume 28 10 83 121
, .'\J
j
I 95 i
TABLE XX (Continued)
TERM.::; WTTH MAT~JATICAL COllliOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GiiADE T:2."'XTBOOKS
Seventh Eighth Ninth
Term grade grade grade Total
Estimate 12 27 81 120
Scale $ 47 63 118
Cubic feet 5 83 29 117
Decrease 8 36 73 117
~ (positive) 0 2 115 117
Proportion 13 27 77 117
Horse power 0 3 112 115
Part (ratio) 24 28 59 111
Negative 0 1 109 110
Ampere 0 0 108 108
Degree (of arc) 7 57 44 108
Count 23 41 43 107
x (multiply) 5 16 82 103
Contract 36 26 31 93
Thickness 20 30 42 92
Efficiency (ratio) 0 2 89 91
Meridian 0 64 27 91
SQuare inches 5 41 45 91
Mechanical advantage(ratio) 0 0 88 88
Multiply 8 19 60 87
Positive 0 1 84 85
Acres 8 27 48 83
Alternate 5 7 71 83
Parallel 4 19 60 83
Measurement 5 44 33 82
ii Density 0 41 38 79 -A
~,:j
,I Reading (numerical) 27 22 30 79
I
Gallons 15 24 36 75
Horizon 22 40 12 74
FreQuency 2 3 67 72
'4
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TABLEX'£ (Continued)
TEill/IS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FRON TIDE 08VENTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Seventh Eighth Ninth
Term grade grade grade Total
Calculate 4 38 29 71
Accuracy (of numbers) 0. 53 17 70
= (equals) 4 7 59 70
Hemisphere 1 56 13 70
Longitude 0 44 24 68
Arc 0 4 60 64
Width 8 22 32 62
Elevation 7 38 16 61
Velocity 5 44 12 61
Light year 16 35 9 60
Pitch (ratio) 0 0 60 60
Square (geometric) 8 23 29 60
Vertical 6 29 24 59
Cone 26 13 19 58
Addition 7 24 25 56
Division 1 21 34 56
Exact 7 28 21 56
Yield 1 8 46 55
Ki1o- 1 0 53 54
Ounces (of weight) 12 24 16 52
Q,uarts (fluid) 20 10 22 52
Range (of values) 4 10 38 52
Approximate 7 29 15 51
Square feet 1 33 16 50
Dense 2 31 16 49
Cross section 10 4 34 48
Cubic centimeters 5 26 17 48
Pints 17 12 19 48
Value 12 1 35 48
Figure (number) 5 13 28 46
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TABLE y~ (Continued)
TERMS T,/VITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROB THE S:~VENTH,
EIGHTH, AliD NINTH Gl~DE TEXTBOOKS
33
32
30
30
29
29
28
27
27
27
27
26
26
26
25
23
23
23
21
21
18 43
24 42
19 41
34 40
15 39
4 38
8 38
22 37
13 37
28 37
24 37
4 36
18 35
23 34
16 34
7
12
17
16
29
15
8
12
18
17
4
10
15
18
2
18
16
21
13
5
Ninth
grade Total
26
20
10
14
o
14
8
14
7
10
8
o
10
8
10
5
7
1
5
15
o
o
1
3
1
8 17
6 12
11 11
2 4.
1 23
.3 31
26 4
5 10
2 22
3 6
o 13
2 30
13 4
4 7
2 16
o
o
3
o
o
o
12
1
2
o
15
16
1
o
13
Seventh EIghth
grade grade Term
Limit (numerical)
Horizontal
Percentage
Capacity
Mathematics
Data
Points (of a compass)
Excess
Graph or graph-
Interval
Spiral
Slant
Fraction
Bushels
Right angle
Tet-ra-
+ (add)
Continuous
Contour
Ounnes(fluid)
Circumference
Ratio
Section
Dozen
Fix (point of position)
Perpendicular
Factor
Uniform (motion)
Yards
Specific gravity (ratio)
Tri- (omitting triangle)
Below zero
Cubic inches
Opposite sides
Millibar99
.
TABLE XX (Continued)
TERMS ~NITH MATHEIv"lATICAL COli]1-JOTATIONFROl'S THE 8EVEl'iJTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOK]
--- Seventh Eighth Ninth
Term grade grade grade Total
Altitude (angle) 0 8 2 10
Maximum 0 6 4 10 , (minutes of arc) 0 8 2 10
Plus 1 4 5 10
Relative amount 0 5 5 10
Lateral 2 7 0 9
Magnitude 0 9 0 9
Millimicron 0 0 9 9 . (ratio) 0 7 2 9 .
Schedule 2 '2 5 9
Sum 1 2 6 9
Exceed 0 2 6 8
Graduate 0 4 4 8
Meter 2 2 4 8
Protractor 0 6 2 8
Bore 2 5 0 7
Correction (nwuerical) 0 3 4 7
Eccentric 0 0 7 7
Grade (ratio) 0 1 6 7
Intersect 0 6 1 7
Rectangular 1 2 4 7
Zenith 0 5 2 7
Acc~;Uerate 0 0 6 6
Amplitude 0 0 6 6
Converge 0 0 6 6
Curvature 1 0 5 6
Equation 0 0 6 6
·1 Almanac 0 3 2 5
Arithmetic 3 1 1 5
q Clockwise 0 4 1 5
),
" Cubic yards 0 1 4 5 :t Error (numerical) 0 3 2 5
Great circle 0 5 0 5
Inverse 0 0 5 5
Net 5 0 0 5
, , " ,
, , ... , , ,100
Seventh Eighth Ninth
_T..;.e,;;.r_m --:.g.:..;r..;.a;..;;.d;.;;e_~,_a..;;d~e__ _:g~· r::..;a::..;d::..e~_ _=.Total
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
o
2
1
1
2
3
o
o
1
o
2
2
1
o
o
1
2
2
o
1
2
o
2
5
1
1
o
2
2
1
1
2
'2
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
4
o
2
2
1
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
o
o
o
o
2
Coefficient
Compute
Corresponding points
Cube
Decimal point
Diverge
Even number
Kilometers
Metric tons
MUltiple
Round number
Shortage (numerical)
Square yards
Calibrate
Centimeter
TABLE XX (Continued)
T:;J;RMS WITH MATHEMATICAL CONNOTATION FROM THE SEVENTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Dimention
ECluidistant
Mean (statistical)
Mileage
Radius
Q.uadrant
Second (of arc)
Semi-
Candle power
Census
Diagonal
Minus
Outline
Penumbra
rtegister (measure)
Statistics
Umbra
Acreage
Bearing (angle)
Cubic miles2
2
2
2
2
Total
45,325
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
o
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
o
o
o
1
1
1
1
o
o
Ninth
grade
22,571
o
1
o
o
o
o
o
2
o
'0
Eighth
grade
15,627
1
1
o
o
o
o
o
o
1
Seventh
grade
7,127
o
circumference)O
o
o
o
Term
~----------~";;;";';"";;""_-::.I.~~--~~~~_"'::"::"':"::~
TEIDiJS YVITH M.ATHEM.ATIC~~L CONNOT1\TION FROM nm SEVENTH,
EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
.
TABLE XX (Continued)
Similar (figures)
Surplus
Vertex
Accumulate
Alignment
101
Odd number
Project (verb)
Reckon
Relative size
" (seconds of are)
Total
Cancel
Circum-(omit
Dividend
Grains (of weight)
Index (numerical)
Integrator
Law (mathematical)
Milligrams
Numeral
Pantograph
Product
Rods
Square rods
Symmetrical..~ :
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ot the 45,325 occurrences of terms with ma thematical connota-
tion in the nine general science textbooks.
(5) Sixteen of the three hundred sixteen different
terms with mathematical connotation occurred only once in
the nine general science textbooks.
Vl. SUJVIMARY OF CHAPTER II
1. Whole numbers and integral parts ot mixed numbers
were used 41,356 times in the nine general science textbooks
tor the junior high school level.
2. In five of the nine general science textbooks
that were analyzed in this study, there were more occur-
rences of three-place whole numbers than occurrences of two-
place whole numbers. In the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks, the total frequency of occurrence of three-
place whole numbers was larger than the total frequency of
two-place whole numbers.
3. Whole numbers with more than six digits occurred
491 times in the nine general science textbooks. This figure
represents approximately one and two-tenths per cent of all
the whole numbers in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
bookso
4. The total number of occurrences of common frac-
tions used to express parts of a whole in the nine general
soienoe textbooks was 786. This figure represents approxi-103
mately seventy.-one and eight-tenths per cent of the 1,094
common fractions in the seventh, eighth~ and ninth grade
textbooks.
5. Decimal fractions with more than two digits
occurred seventeen times in the nine general science text-
books. This number represents approximately one and eight-
tenths per cent of the 951 decimal fractions ln the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade books.
6. There were no decimal fractions with more than
six digits in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books.
7. Expressions of per cent were used a total of 954
times in the seventh grade general science textbooks. This
number represents approximately fifty-five and four-tenths
per cent of the total 1,722 expressions of per cent in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
8. There were three hundred sixteen different terms
with mathematical connotation used in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade general science textbooks.
9. Terms with mathematical connotation in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks occurred a total of 45,325
times.
10. There were 7,127 occurrences of terms with mathe-
matical connotation in the seventh grade textbooks; there
were approximately two times as many occurrences (15,627) in104
the eighth grade textbooks; and there were approximately
three tli~es as many occurrences (22,571) in the ninth grade
textbooks.
11. The twenty-five most frequently used terms with
mathematical connotation in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks were: work, power, en~rgy, weight, force,
pressure, surface, a.mount, current, temperature, feet ,. unit
(whole), number, pounds, inches, miles, distance, space,
per, hours, measure, line, increase, direction, and ray.
The frequencies of these twenty-five terms totaled 23,685 times
or approximately fifty-two and three-tenths per cent of the
45,325 occurrences of terms with mathematical connotation in
the nine general science textbooks.
12. Metric units of measure were used eighteen times
in the three seventh grade general science textbooks•
•'i
.j
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CRAPrER III
DENOMINATE Q,UANTITIES IN GENERAL SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS
The purpose of this phase of the investigation was
to determine what denominate quantities were present in the
general science textbooks that were adopted for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades in the state of Indiana for the
period 1947 to 1950, and to determine the frequencies with
which these ~uantities occurred.
I. TECHNIQ,UES EMPLOYED
The data were secured by an analysis of the materials
in the textbooks that were adopted for each of the grade
levels, seventh, eighth, and ninth, respectivelyo The three
seventh grade textbooks were: Our Environment: Its Relation
to Us5l by Harry A. Carpenter, George C. Wood, and Paul E.
smith; Exploring Science52 by Victor C. Smith and Gilbert Ho
Trafton; and Science Problems For the Junior High School,
Book ~53 by Wilbur L. Beauchamp, Hohn C. Mayfield, and Joe
Young West. The three eighth grade textbooks were: Our
51 Cf. ante p. 2.
52 Cf. ante p. 2.
53 Cf. ante p. 3.
-'1
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Environment: ~ We Adapt Ourselves ~ It54 by Harry A.
Carpenter, George ~. Wood, and Paul E. ~ith; Enjoying
Science55 by Victor C. smith and Gilbert H. Trafton; and
Science Problems For the Junior High School, Book ~56 by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp, mohn C. Mayfield, and Joe Young West.
The three ninth grade textbooks were: Our Environment: How
We Use and Control It57 by George c. Wood and Harry A. Car- -----
penter; Using Science58 by Victor C. smith and Gilbert Ho
Trafton; and Science Problems For the Junior gigh School,
Book 159 by Wilbur L. Beauchamp, John C. Mayfield, and Joe
Young West. Denominate quantities that occurred in the text-
books for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades were recorded
for those respective grades.
The data obtained from this analysis were organized
and are presented in six Beparate categories. The categories
are: (1) measures of length, (2) measures of area, (3)
measures of volume and capacity, (4) measures of weight, (5)
measures of time, and (6) liquid measures.
54 Cf. ante p. 2.
55 Cf. ante p. 2,.
56 Cf. ante p. 3
57 Cf. ante p. 2.
58 Cf. ante p. 3.
59 Cf. ante p. 3.ff
l
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II. 1'.lIEASURES OF LENGTH
Among the expressions of denominate quantities of
linear measure in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books, eight units of measure were selected for tabulation.
These were: (1) feet, (2) centimeters, (3) inches, (4)
kilometers, (5) meters, (6) miles, (7) mil1liueters, and (8)
yards.
Feet. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit foot in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was
indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a foot were tallied
as integral one-place values. The frequencies of occurrence
of all quantities of the denominate unit foot mentioned in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented
in Table XXI.
Findings. An examination of Table XXI reveals the
following:
(1) The ninth grade textbooks used 607 expressions of
quantities of feet. This figure represents approximately
( fifty-eight and one-tenth per cent of the 1,045 expressions
of feet in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.108
TABLE XXI
*This table should be read as follows: Values of feet
less than ten occurred 44 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 110 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 331 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 485 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
485
261
143
115
40
1
o
Total
1,045
o
22
1
331
147
62
44
607
Ninth
grade
o
o
77
65
49
9
310
110
Eighth
grade
o
9
o
22
44
37
16
128
Seventh
....£rade
*Units (and fractions)
FREQu~NCIE8 OF OCCUhR~NCE OF QUANTITIES OF FE~T IN
THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Highest
place value
Tens of thousands
Hundreds
Tens
Total
Hundreds of thousands
Millions and over
Thousands109
(2) Only one number of feet with more than five
digits was used in the textbooks for the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade levels.
Centimeters. Expressions of Quantities of the denomi-
nate unit centimeter in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each Quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the number. 'Fractional values of a
centimeter were tallied as integral one-place values. The
freQuencies of occurrence of all Quantities of the denomi-
nate unit centimeter mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table XXII.
Findings. An examination of Table XXII reveals the
following:
(l) No expressions of Quantities of centimeters occur-
red in the seventh grade general science textbooks.
(2) Two expressions of Quantities of centiIlleters
occurred in the nine general science textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades.
Inches. Expressions of Quantities of the denominate
unit inch in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.110
TABLE XXII
FTIE'-i,UENCIES OF OCCUHRENCE OF (~Ul\NT:tTI.ft~8 OF CENTD:~T ~RS
IN THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, ,,"1ND NINTH G:wDE~ T.:~XTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth NInth
place value grade grade grade Total
* Units (and fraotions) 0 1 0 1
Tens 0 0 1 1
Beyond tens 0 0 0 0
Total 0 1 1 2
*This table should be read as follows: Values of centi-
meters below ten occurred 0 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 1 time in the eighth grade textbooks; 0 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 1 time in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks.;j science textbooks. I Kilometers. Expressions of ~uantities of the denomi-
nate unit kilometer in the seventh,eibhth, and nilJ.th grade
',',
~ b
.~
J
I
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The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was
indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest
place value of the number. Fractional values of an inch
were tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies
of occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit inch
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table :0::111.
Findin~s. An examination of Table j~CIII reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of quantities of inohes were used 895
times in the nine junior high sohool general soience text-
books.
(2) Integral nWilbers of inohes with more than three
digits were not used in the textbooks for the seventh, eiGhth,
and ninth grade levels.
(3) ~uantities of inches below ten occurred 580 times
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks. This
figure represents approxiuately sixty-four and eight-tenths
per cent of the 895 expressions of inohes in the nine general
textbooks were classified and tabulated in aocordance with
their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the text-112
TABLE XXIII
FREQ,UENCIES OF OCCU::ffiE,1\fCE OF cLUANrrITIES OF INCHl~S IN
THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GR~DE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 145 180 255 580
Tens 69 172 60 301
Hundreds 3 8 3 14
Thousands and over 0 0 0 0
Total 217 360 318 895
*This table should be read as follows: Values of inches
less than ten occurred 145 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 180 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 255 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 580 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.113
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the number. Fractional values of a
kilometer were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the denomi-
nate unit kilometer uentioned in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table ~~(IV.
Findint;s. An exaw.ination of Table x::.av reveals the
following:
(1) No expressions of quantities of kiloueters occur-
red in the seventh and eighth grade textbooks.
(2) Two expressions of quantities of kilometers occur-
red in the nine general science textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades.
fueters. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit meter in the seventh, eibhth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity lLlentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a l!leter were tallied
as integral one-place values. The frequencies of occurrence.
of all quantities of the denominate unit lileter mentioned in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented
in Table XXV, page 1150114
TABLE XXIV
F~E,{,U";::;Ncr~s OF OCCTJiE(lLNCE OF i,~UANTITIE,J OF KILOl~!::T.8Rj
IN THE J:cG\llEN'I'H, ~nGHTH, AND NINTH GlI..ADJE TJ~XT:aOOKJ
Highest .3eventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 0 0 0 0
Tens 0 0 1 0
Hundreds 0 0 0 0
Thousands 0 0 0 0
Tens of thousands 0 0 0 0
Hundreds of thousands 0 0 1 1
Millions and beyond 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 2 2
*This table should be read a~ follows: Values of kilo-
meters belovJ ten occurred 0 tiIues in the seventh trAde text-
books; 0 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 0 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 0 times in the .seventh, elt-:,hth,
and nirith grade textbooks.·,. 
' 
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'  TABLE  "XXV· 
FREQ.UENCIES  OF  OCCURJ:tENCE  OF  Q,U.ANTITIES  OF  METERS 
IN  THE  SEVENTH,  EIGHTH,  AND  NINTH  GRADE  TEXTBOOKS 
!;  ~·  .  J 
'  •  1_  ~  ;~ ..  '. ~ 
Highest  Seventh  Eighth  NTiith 
place  value  grade  ~:a  de  grade  Total 
*Units  (and  fractions)  2  2  3  7 
Teris  '' ·  0  0  0  0 
Hundreds  0  0  1  1 
Thousands  and  beyond  0  0  0  0 
:  f.·. 
Total· 
.. 
'1.  2  2  4  8 
*Th~s tableshould  be  read as  follows:  Values  of meters 
below  ten_ occurred 2  times  in the  seventh  grade  textbooks;  2 
timel:r in'the eighth grade  textbooks;  3  times  in  the ninth· 
grade textbooks;  and  7  times  in  th~_ seventh,  eighth,  and  ni~th 
•,_  1  i  ] '1_'.  ,  .  '  •··  '.  •·.'  •  . 
grade  textbooks. 116
Findin~. An exrunination of Table =~cv reveals the
following:
(1) No integral quantity of meters with more than
three digits occurred in the nine general science textbooks
for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.
(2) Eight expre3sions of quantities of Heters occur-
red in the nine general science textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades.
Miles. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit mile in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a mile were tallied
as integral one-place values. The frequencies of occurrence
of all quantities of the denominate unit mile mentioned in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth 6rade textbooks are presented
in Table XXVI.
Findings. An examination of Table :aCVI reveals the
following:
(1) Denominate quantities, miles, were used 849 times
in the nine junior high school general science textbooks.
(2) The eighth grade textbooks used 432 expressions
of quantities of miles. This figure represents approxlinatelyT~~BLJ£ ~C;.YI
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FLi'.E,<.uENOI:.£,J O.B' OOcuJ.1.~Un,rji!: OF~~Uj,l~TI'I'I~,.) 0Ii' lUL ~ -' IE
THlI: 3EV1£NTH, ..c.;IGH'l'B, AND NINTH Glu~DE rr,e,;LT300L:.:i
Ninth
grade Total
67 257
97 185
63 154
19 72
3 28
19 48
25 105
293 849
Highest Seventh Eighth
place value grade grade
*Units (and fractions 52 138
Tens 13 75
Hundreds 25 66
Thousands 13 40
Tens of thousands 5 20
Hundreds of thousands 4 25
Millions and over 12 68
Total 124 432
*This table should be read as follows: Values of miles
below ten occurred 52 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
138 times in the eighth srade textbooks; 67 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 257 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.
"
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fifty and nine-tenths per cent of the 849 expressions of
miles in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
(3) Integral numbers of miles with more than six dig-
its were used 105 times in the nine general science text-
books. This figure represents approximately twelve and four-
tenths per cent of the 849 expressions of miles in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
Millimeters. Expressions of quantities of the denomi-
nate unit millimeter in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the number. Fractional values of a
millimeter were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the denomi-
nate unit millimeter mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table XXVII.
Findings. An examination of Table :CCIII reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of quantities of millimeters occurred
eleven times in the nine junior high school general science
textbooks.
(2) The ninth grade textbooks contained ten of the
~ eleven expressions of millirneters in the seventh, eighth,
i't
"
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T~~BLl}; ~GCVII .
FREQUENCIEo OF OCCTtr:~~N:~E OF QUJNTITL:;:J OF l~ILI.JnUT~~H,)
IN THE S1i;V.J.:NTH ,~IGHTH, i~N1) NINTH GH.i~DE TSXTBOOKS
=,.......,- Seventh ::Eighth Ninth Hlghest
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 0 '0 2 2
Tens 0 0 8 8
Hundreds 0 1 0 1
Beyond hundreds 0 0 0 0
Total 0 1 10 11
*This table should be read as follows: Values of milli-
meters below ten occurred 0 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 9 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 2 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 2 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.120
and ninth grade textbooks.
(3) No expressions of quantities of millimeters
occurred in the seventh grade textbooks.
Yards. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit yard in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a yard were
tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies of
occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit yard
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table iQCVIII.
Findings. An examination of Table XXVIII reveals the
following:
(1) No expressions of quantities of yards occurred
in the seventh grade general science textbooks.
(2) Only one integral quantity of yards with more
than three digits occurred in the textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade levels.
III. }l:EASURES OF .AREA
Among the expressions of denominate quantities of
area in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks,121
TABLE XXVIII
FHE'~UENCIES OF OCCUHRENCE OF Q,UANTITIE3 OF YA.=i.DS IN
THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH mUlDE T]~X~[1BOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
plaoe value grade grade grade Total
* Units (and fraotions) 0 10 9 19
Tens 0 1 1 2
Hundreds 0 2 6 8
Thousands 0 0 0 0
Tens of thousands 0 1 0 1
Hundreds of thousands 0 0 0 0
Millions and over 0 0 0 0
Total 0 14 16 30
*This table should be read as follows: Values of yards
below ten ooourred 0 times in the seventh grade textbooks; 10
times in the eighth grade textbooks; 9 times in the ninth
grade textbooks; and 19 times in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks.122
four units of measure were selected for tabulation. These
were: (1) acres, (2) square feet, (3) square inches, and
(4) square miles.
Acres. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit acre in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of an acre were
tallied as integral one-place values. Thr frequencies of
occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit ~
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table JCCIX.
Findings. An examination of Table XXIX reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of quantities of acres below ten
occurred forty-six times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This figure represents approximately
fifty-five and four-tenths per cent of the eighty-three ex-
pressions of acres in the nine general science textbooks.
(2) Numbers of acres with more than six digits occur-
red twenty-four times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This number represents approximately
twenty-eight and nine-tenths per cent of the eighty-three,, .
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TABLE ~a:IX
FREQ)JENCIES OF OCCU,-lRENCE OF~U.MJTITIE.s OFA C~vjS IN
THE 3.H:VtNTH, :umrrH, AlJD lifIN'l'H G::'LI\DE rr'EXTBOOKS
Highest Seventh EIghth -Ninth
place value grade grade grad~__~ot81
*Units (and fractions) 4 1.3 29 46
Tens 0 .3 1 4
Hundreds 0 0 1 1
Thousands 0 .3 .3 6
Tens of thousands 0 1 0 1
Hundreds of thousands 0 1 0 1
Millions and over 4 6 14 24
Total 8 27 48 83
*This table should be rea~as follows: Values of acres
below ten occurred 4 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
1.3 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 29 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 46 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.124
~xpressions of acres in the nine general science textbooks.
(3) Expressions of quantities of ~cres occurred
forty-eight times in the ninth grade textbooks. This figure
represents approximately fifty-seven and eight-tenths per
cent of the eighty-three expressions of acres in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
Square feet. Expressions of quantities)f the d enomi-
nate unit square foot in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the nilluber. Fractional values of a
square foot were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the denominate
unit square foot mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks are presented in Table ]CCC.
Findings. An examination of Table ~Q[ reveals the
following:
(1) Only one mention of square feet was nmde in the
three seventh grade general science textbooks.
(2) Expressions of quantities of square feet occurred
thirty-three times in the eighth grade textbooks. This
figure represents sixty-six per cent of the fifty expres-
sions of square feet in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade.J
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'ri\ BLE 1Q'~ .
FRS~UENGIE3 OF OCCUI·[rt.:£NGB OF2UANTITI1£:3 OrJQU~LU F:::':ET
IN THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, JjND NIN'l'H GHADEl'JtXTBOm~S
Highest Seventh Eighth Kinth
£lace value gr'ade grade grade '1'0tal
*Units (and fractions) 1 .31 11 4.3
Tens 0 2 1 .3
Hundreds 0 0 .3 .3
Thousands 0 0 1 1
Tens of thousands and over 0 0 0 0
Total 1 .33 16 50
*This table should be re,:\d a.s follows: Valu80 of square
feet below ten occurred 1 time in the seventh grade textbooks;
.31 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 11 times in the ninth
grade text boo;~s; and 43 times in the 3 eventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks •126
textbooks.
(3) Expressions of quantities of square feet below
ten occurred forty-three times in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks. This figure represents eighty-six
per cent of the fifty expressions of square feet in the nine
general science textbooks.
(4) Only one integral quantity of square feet with
more than three digits was mentioned in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.
Square inches. Expressions of quantities of the de-
nominate unit square inch in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance
with their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the
textbooks was indicated by tallying it in accordance with
the highest place value of the number. Fractional values of
a square inch were tallied as integral one-place values.
The frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the de-
nominate unit square incQ mentioned in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table XXXI.
Findings. An examination of Table XXXI reveals the
following:
(1) Only five mentions of square inches were made in
the three seventh grade textbooks.
(2) ~uantities of square inches below ten occurred45 91
Hinth
brade '1.'0tal
41 E~4
'i 4 "'-
2 3
0 0
,-------------
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Highest Seventh i~Ighth
place value grade brade
*Units (and fractions) 5
-:>C'
..)U
Tens 0 2
Hundreds 0 1
Thousands and over 0 0
Total 5 41
*This table shoulcrbe-l~ead as folloVJs: Values of square
inches be1o"\N ten ace Ul~red 5 times in the seventil 'c.>r:~de t e::d-
books; 38 tiue~ in the eighth grade textboolu:>; 41 tirues in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 84 times in the seventh, ei~hth,
and ninth grade textbooks.128
eighty-four times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks. This figure represents approxliaately ninety-
VwO and three-tenths per cent of the ninety-one expressions
of s~uare inches in the nine general science textbooks.
Square miles. Expressions of quantities of the de-
nominate unit square mile in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance
with their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in
the textbooks was indicated by tallying it in accordance
with the highest place value of the number. Fractional
values of a square mile were tallied as integral one-place
values. The frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of
the denominate unit square mile mentioned in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table
XXXII.
Findings. An examination of Table XXXII reveals the
following:
(1) Six mentions of square miles were made in the
textbooks for each of the three grades, seventh, eighth, and
ninth, respectively.
(2) Numbers of square miles with more than six digits
occurred three times in the textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grades. This figure represents approxi-
mately sixteen and seven-tenths per cent of the eighteen ex-. 
; 
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TABLE  L\XII · 
FREQ.UENCIES  OF  OCCU'.?JillNC.E  OF  QUANTITIES  OF  d~U.ii~~E  MILES 
IN  TH'E  SEVENTH,  EIGHTH,  .AND  NINTH  Gl:UDE  TI!.'XTBOOK3 
Seventh  Elghth  Ninth  Highest 
place  value  -------~g~r_a_d~e  ______  ~g~·r~a~d~e~.------~g~r.~a~d~e  ____  ~T.otal 
*Units  (and  fractions) 
Tens 
Hundreds 
Thousands 
Tens  of  thousands 
Hundreds  of  thousands 
Millions and  over 
Total 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 
6 
"2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 
6 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
6 
5 
1 
5 
0 
2 
2 
3 
18 
*This  table should  be  read  as follows:  Values  of  square 
miles  below  ten occurred 1  time  in the  seventh grade  textb.ooks; 
2  times  in the  eighth  grade  textbooks;  2  times  in the ninth 
grade  textbooks;  and  5  times  in the  seventh,  eighth,  and ninth 
grade  textbooks  • 130
pressions of square miles in the nine general science text- ,
books.
IV. MEASURES OF VOLUlVIE AND CAPACITY
Among the expressions of denominate quantities of
volume and capacity in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks, four units of measure were selected for tabula-
tion. These were: (1) cubic feet, (2) cubic centimeters,
(3) cubic inches, and (4) cubic yards.
Cubic feet. Expressions of quantities of the denomi-
nate unit cubic foot in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the nmnber. Fractional values of a
cubic foot were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the denomi-
nate unit cubic foot mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table XXXIII.
Findings. An examination of Table ~GGCIII reveals the
following:
(l) Quantities of cubic feet occurred eighty-three
times in the eighth grade textbooks., This figure represents
approximately seventy and nine-tenths per cent of the 117131
FHJ-S(~UEliJCIE,3 OF OGCU:G{c,;l'JJ;::; OF.}JJ-'lNTI'llI~S OF '::;UBI:~ FJi:ir::T
IN THE J}~;TENTH, ZIGHTH, AIm NIWJ:1H G-;~ADE TJ;~CI'BOOI=J
Highest Seventh Zighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 2 69 19 90
Tens 0 1 1 2
Hundreds 1 1 0 2
Thousands 0 9 3 12
Tens of thousands 0 2 0 2
Hundreds of thousands 0 0 0 0
Millions and over 2 1 6 9
Total 5 83 29 117
*This table should be read as follows: Values of cubic
feet below ten occurred 2 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 69 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 19 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 90 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.132
expressions of cubic feet in the seventh, eighth, and ninth,
grade textbooks.
(2) C"uantities of cubic feet belmv ten occul~red
ninety tlines in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books. This figure represents approxilaately seventy-six and
nine-tenths per cent of the 117 expressions of cubic feet
in the nine general science textbooks.
(3) Numbers of cubic feet with more than six digits
occurred nine times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks. This figure represents approxLlately seven and
seven-tenths per cent of the 117 expressions of cubic feet
in the nine general science textbooks.
Cubic centimeters. Expressions of quantities of the
denominate unit cubic centimeter in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks were classified and tabulated in accord-
ance with their size. The size of each quantity 1llentioned
in the textbooks was indicated by tallying it in accordance
with the highest place value of the nilliber. Fractional
values of a cubic centimeter were tallied as integral one-
place values. The frequencies of occurrence of all quantities
of the denominate unit cubic centb:;.eter uentioned in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth ~rade textbooks are presented in
Table :;CCXIV.
Findings. An examination of Table lJJCIV reveals the133
FREQUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF '~UAN'rITIES OF CUBIC C,l£I~TIL8'I';~HS
IN THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, l\ND NINTH GR.4DE TI£XTBOOK,3
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value ~rade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 1 10 7 18
Tens 0 9 0 9
Hundreds 4 7 9 20
Thousands 0 0 1 1
Tens of thousands and
over 0 0 0 0
Total 5 26 17 48
*This table should be read as follows: Values of cubic
centimeters below ten occurred 1 time in the seventh grade
textbooks; 10 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 7 times
in the ninth grade textbooks; and 18 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.134
following:
(1) Quantities of cubic centimeters ~ccurred twenty-
six times in the eighth brade textbooks. This fibure repre-
sents approximately fifty-four and two-tenths per cent of
the forty-eight expressions of cubic centimeters in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
(2) HWllbers of cubic centh18ters with three digits
occurred twenty times in the seventh, eibhth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This figu.re regresents ap'proximately
forty and four-tenths per cent of the forty-eight expres-
sions in the nine general science textbooks.
Cubic inches. Expressions of Quantities of the denomi-
nate unit cubic inch in the seventh, eighth, and ninth gl"ade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each Quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the nwuber. Fractional values of a
cubic inch were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all Quantities of the denominate
wlit cubic inch mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks are presented in Table XXXV.
Findings. An examination of Table XJ.J':V reveals the
following:
(1) One expression of a Quantity of cubic inchesTJI,BLl XXXV
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FRE,.:,UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF ~UANTI'rL'~3 OF CUBIC INGRi:J
IN THE S~VENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
o
3
8
27
16
Total
2
2
8
o
12
Ninth
grade
o
14
13
1
o
Eighth
grade
o
o
o
1
1
Seventh
grade
*Units (and fractions)
Highest
place value
Total
Tens
*This table should be reaa as follows: Values of cubre--
inches below ten occurred 1 time in the seventh grade text-
books; 13 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 2 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 16 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.
Thousands and over
Hundreds136 .
occurred in the three seventh grade textbooks.
(2) Expressions of quantities of cubic inches below
ten occurred sixteen tiBes in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This figure represents approximately
fifty-nine and tt~ee-tenths per cent of the twenty-seven ex-
pressions of cubic inches in the nine general science text-
books.
Cubic yards. Expressions of quantities of the denomi-
nate unit cubic yard in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance with
their size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the text-
books was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the number. Fractional values of a
cubic yard were tallied as integral one-place values. The
frequencies of occurrence of all quantities of the denoffii~
nate unit cubic yard mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks are presented in Table JCC[VI.
Findings. An examination of Table XXXVI reveals the
following:
(1) Two of the five mentions of cubic yards in the
nine general science textbooks were nmabers of cubic yards
with more than six digits.
(2) Four of the five expressions of cubic yards in
f the nine general science textbooks were expressions used by
~,
f7eTABLE ~a:x:VI'
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FRE~UENCIES OF OCCUIffiENCE OF q,UANTITIES OF CUBIC YARDS
IN THE 8E~£NTH, EIGWfH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOK3
3
o
2
5
o
o
o
o
Total
3
o
o
o
o
4
o
1
l~inth
grade
o
o
o
o
o
1
1
Eighth
grade
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Seventh
grade
*Units (and fractions)
Highest
place value
Tens
Tens of thousands
Hundreds
Thousands
Hundreds of thousands
*This table should be read as follows: Values of cubic
yards below ten occurred 0 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 0 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 3 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 3 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.
Total
Millions and over138
the ninth grade textbooks.
V. If:EASURES OF WEIGHT
Among the expressions of denominate quantities of
weight in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks,
four units of measure were selected for tabulation. These
were: (1) gram.s, (2) ounces, (3}pounds, and (4) tons.
Grams. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit gram. in the seventh, eighth, .and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dioated by tallying it in aocordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fraotional values of a gram were
tallied as integral one-plaoe values. The frequencies of
ooourrenoe of all quantities of the denominate unit gram
m.entioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table XXXVII.
Findings. An examination of Table XXXVII reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of quantities of grams ooourred
ninety-two times in the ninth grade textbooks. This figure
represents approximately sixty-eight and seven-tenths per
oent of the 134 expressions of grffius in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.139
TA BLE JCIu\VII
FRE~UENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF QUANTITIES OF GRAMS IN
THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GUADE TELTBOOK8
HIghest Seventh EIghth Ninth
place value grade &rade grade rrotal
*Units (and fractions) 8 27 35 70
Tens 0 2 25 27
Hundreds 2 0 27 29
Thousands 1 2 5 8
Tens of thousands and over 0 0 0 0
Total 11 31 92 134
*This table should be read as follows: Values of grams
below ten occurred 8 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
27 times in the eighth grade textbooks 35 times in the ninth
grade textbooks; and 70 times in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks.l~
(2) No expressions of nillubers of grams with more than,
four digits occurred in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks.
(3) Expressions of Quantities of grmas less than ten
occurred seventy times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This figure represents approximately
fifty-two and two-tenths per cent of the 134 expressions of
grams in the nine general science textbooks.
Ounces. Expressions of Quantities of the denoQinate
unit ounce in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the nillaber. Fractional values of an ounce were
tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies of
occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit ounce
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table XXXVIII.
Findings. An examination of Table XXXVIII reveals the
following:
(1) Only one integral quantity of ounces with more
than two digits occurred in the textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade levels.
(2) Expressions of quantities of ounces less than ten;~ ,
i
j
!
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TABLE XXXVIII
FRE(iUENCIES OF OCCURRENCE OF ~~UANTITI:S3 OF OUNCES IN
THE .3J£VENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 11 -19 13 43
Tens 1 4 3 8
Hundreds 0 0 0 0
Thousands 0 1 0 1
Tens of thousands and over 0 0 0 0
Total 12 24 16 52
*This table should be reaa-as follows: Values of ounces
below ten occurred 11 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
19 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 13 titles in the ninth
grade textbooks; and 43 times in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks.books.
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sented in Table XZ:XIX.
Expressions of quantities of the denominate Pounds.
value of the number. Fractional values of 8 pound we:ce tal-
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks wes in-
occurred forty-three tilt18;3 in the ::;eventt, sibhth, and ninth,
of ounces in the nine general science textbooks.
Findings. An examination of Table LQ~IX reveals the
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the hi~hest place
grade textbooks. This figui'e l'ep:cesents aDprJxillutely ei;.:,hty-
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
unit Eound in the seventh, ei~htll, snd ninth ~rade textbooks
two and seven-tenths per cent of the fifty-two expressions
lied as integral one-place values. The frequencied of occur-
renee of all quantities of the den::minate unit .l?£und mentioned
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are pre-
(1) Zxpressions of quantities of pounds less than one
thousand occurred a total of 886 times in the textbooks for
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades. This figure represents
expressions of pounds in the nine general science textbooks.
approximately ninety-three and two-tenths per cent of the 950
following:
ii (2) Expressions of numbers of pounds with more than six
~:~)
~
.~. digits occurred four times in the nine general science text-143
TABLZ XXXIX
FRE~UENCIE3 OF OCCIB.mmCE OF ~lUM'JTITIE:3 OF POUITD,j IN
THE S::.£VENTH, EIGHTH, MID NINTH GRADE TS:~TBOOh,-,
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 34 104 159 297
Tens 116 96 87 299
Hundreds 165 56 68 289
Thousands 2 17 19 38
Tens of thousands 3 3 11 17
Hundreds of thousands 0 5 1 6
Millions and over 2 0 2 4
Total 322 281 347 950
*This table should be read as follows: Values of pounds
below ten occurred 34 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
104 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 159 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 297 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.144
Tons. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit ton in the seventh, eighth, and ninth Grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was
indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a ton were tallied
as integral one-place values. The frequencies of occurrence
of all quantities of the denominate unit ton mentioned in the
seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented in
Table XL.
Findings. An examination of Table J~ reveals the
following:
(1) Numbers of tons with more than six digits occurred
eighteen times in the textbooks for the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks. This figure represents approximately
twelve 'and nine-tenths per cent of the 140 expressions of
tons in the nine general science textbooks.
(2) Numbers of tons with more than six digits occurred
nine times in the seventh grade textbooks. This figure repre~
sents approximately thirty-one per cent of the twenty-nine
expressions of tons in the three seventh grade textbooks.-·1
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TABLE :xL
FREQ,UENCDES OF OGCURRi£NCE OF i;~UANTITTG0 OF TONe; IN
THE SEVEN'111 , EIGHTH, ~~tJD NINTH GR4DE TEXTBOOKS
'HIghest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 11 25 23 59
Tens 5 9 12 26
Hundreds 1 3 8 12
Thousands 3 3 8 14
Tens of thousands 0 0 11 11
Hundreds of thousands 0 0 0 0
Millions and over 9 2 7 18
Total 29 42 69 140
*This table should be read as follows: Values of tons
below ten occurred 11 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
25 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 23 tlines in the ninth
grade textbooks; and 59 times in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks.146
VI. lIEASU;e;S OF TUm
Araong the expressions of denominate Quantities of time
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks, three units
of measure were selected for tabulation. These were: (1)
hours, (2) minutes, and (3) seconds.
Hours. Expressions of Quantities of the denominate
unit houE. in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each Quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
mcated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of an hour were tallied
as integral one-place values. The freQuencies of occurrence
of all quantities of the denominate unit hour mentioned in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented
in Table XLI.
Findings. An examination of Table XLI reveals the
following:
(1) Numbers of hours with more than two digits occurred
three times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
(2) Expressions of quantities of hours below ten oc-
curred 485 times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books. This figure represents approximately seventy-five
andnine-tenths per cent of the 639 expressions of hours in
the nine general science textbooks.147
TABL~ XLI
FRE~UENCIES OF OGGUHHENCE OF QUANTITIES OF HOU~0 IN
THE SEVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GRADE TEA~BOOKS
Highest Seventh JJ;ighth Ninth
place value grade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 77 160 248 485
Tens 26 79 46 151
Hundreds 0 0 1 1
Thousands 0 2 0 2
Tens of thousands and over 0 0 0 0
Total 103 241 295 639
y
*This table should be read as follows: Values of hours
below ten occurred 77 times in the sevent~ grade textbooks;
160 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 248 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 485 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.148
Minutes. Expressions of quantities of the denominate,
unit minute in the seventh, eighth, and ninth brade text-
books were classified and tabulated in accordance with their
size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks
was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest
place value of the number. Fractional values of a minute were
tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies of
occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit minute
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table XLII.
Findings. An examination of Table XLII reveals the
following:
(1) No expressions of quantities ~ minutes larger
than ninety-nine occurred in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks.
(2) Expressions of numbers of minutes below ten oc-
curred 229 times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks. This figure represents approximately seventy-one
and eight-tenths per cent of the 319 expressions of minutes
in the nine general science textbooks.
Seconds. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit second in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books were classified and tabulated in aCQordance with their
size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks149
TABLE XLII
FHEQ,UENCIES OF OCCURHENCE OF :-lUNATITIE:S OF MINUTE..::> IN
TIrE SEVENTH, BIGHTH, AND NINTH GHADE TEXTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value grade &rade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 57 71 101 229
Tens 13 51 26 90
Hundreds and over 0 0 0 0
Total 70 122 127 319
*This table should be read as follows: Values of
minutes below ten occurred 57 times in the seventh grade text-
books; 71 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 101 times in
the ninth grade textbooks; and 229 times in the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.f
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was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest '
place value of the number. Fractional values of a second were
tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies of
occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit second
mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks
are presented in Table XLIII.
Findings. An examination of Table XLIII reveals the
following:
(1) Two expressions of nillubers of seconds with more
than two digits occurred in the textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade levels o
(2) Expressions of quantities of seconds below ten
occurred 299 times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade
textbooks. This figure represents approximately ninety-one
and seven-tenths per cent of the 326 expressions of seconds
in the nine general science textbooks.
(3) Expressions of quantities of seconds occurred 246
times in the ninth grade textbooks. This figure represents
approximately seventy-five and five-tenths per cent of the
326 expressions of seconds in the nine general science text-
books.151
TABLE XLIII
FHEQ,lTENCIE.3 OF OCCUltiillNCE OF QUAI\fTI'I'IJ;S OF SECOEDJ IN
TIrE SEVENTH, 1£;IGHTH, MID NINTH GRADE TEXTBOOKJ
2
o
299
25
326
Total
o
1
224
21
246
Ninth
grade
o
55
52
2
1
Eighth
grade
2
o
o
23
25
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grade
*Units (and fractions
Total
Thousands and over
Tens
Hundreds
Highest
place value
*This table should be read as follows: Values of seconds
less than ten occurred 23 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
52 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 224 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 299 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks.152
VII. LL.i,1JID l.EASUl~;:;S
Among the expressions of denominate quantities of
liquid measure in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books, four units of measure were selected for tabulation.
These were: (1) gallons, (2) fluid ounces, ()) pints, and
(4) quarts.
Gallons. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit gallon in the seventh, eighth, and ninth brade text-
books were classified and tabulated in accordance with their
size. The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks
was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest
place value of the number. Fractional values of a gallon
were tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies
of occurrence of all quantities of the denominate unit gal-
lon nlentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books are presented in Table XLIV.
Findings. An examination of Table XLIV reveals the
following:
(1) Expressions of quantities of gallons below ten
occurred forty-five times in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks. This figure represents sixty per cent of
the seventy-five expressions of gallons in the nine general
science textbooks.153
TJBLE XLIV
Fl{Er~UENCIES OF OCCUXmNCE OF 1,i,UJ\NTITI3S OF G!iLLOH2 IN
THE ..:;;EVENTH, EIGHTH, AND NINTH GHADE Tl£XTBOOKS
Highest Seventh Eighth Ninth
place value ~rade grade grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 8 16 21 45
Tens 2 3 2 7
Hundreds 1 1 3 5
Thousands 2 0 0 2
Tens of thousands 2 1 1 4
Hundreds of thousands 0 0 0 0
Millions and over 0 3 9 12
Total 15 24 36 75
*This table should be read as follows: Values of gallons
less than ten occurred 8 times in the seventh grade textbooks;
16 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 21 times in the ninth
grade textbooks; and 45 times in the seventh, eighth, Bnd
ninth grade textbooks.154
(2} Expressions of numbers of gallons with more than
six digits occurred twelve time3 in the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade textbooks. This figure represents sixteen per
cent of the seventy-five expressions of gallons in the nine
general science textbooks.
(J} Expressions of numbers of gallons with more than
six digits occurred nine times in the ninth grade textbooks.
This figure represents one-fourth of the thirty-six expres-
sions of gallons in the ninth grade textbooks.
Fluid ounces. Expressions of Quantities of the denomi-
nate unit fluid ounce in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks were classified and tabulated in accordance
with their size. The size of each Quantity mentioned in the
textbooks was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the
highest place value of the number. Fractional values of a
fluid ounce were tallied as integral one-place values. The
freQuencies of occurrence of all Quantities of the denominate
unit fluid ounce mentioned in the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grade textbooks are presented in Table XLV.
Findings. An examination of Table XLV reveals the
following:
ci (1) No expressions of numbers of fluid ounces with more
!
~
$ than two digits occurred in the textbooks for the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade levels.155
F1iE;cLU~NCL~0 OF OCC1.U.Ul:NCE OF :~U;\l'JIJ.'ITL;:::) OF FLUID OlLTC'~j'
IH THE Jl!;Vi~NTH, EIGHrrH, AND HINT'H Ci-HJ\ D;i; 'l'C:: ,~TBOOKJ
Highest Seventh Eighth 1\[inth
.Elaee value ~rade g'~a?e grade Total
*Units (and fractions) 1 10 2 13
Tens 12 0 0 12
Hundreds and over 0 0 0 0
Total 13 10 2 25
*This table should be r'esd as folloVJs: Values 01' fluid
ounces below ten occurred 1 time in the oeventh 8I'ade text-
books; 10 times in the eighth grade textbooks; 2 times in the
ninth grade textbooks; and 13 times in the seventh, eiGhth,
and ninth grade textbooks.156
(2) Expressions of Quantities of fluid ounces occurred.
thirteen times in the seventh brade textbooks. This figure
represents fifty-two per cent of the expressions of fluid
ounces in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks.
Pints. Expressions of Quantities of the denominate
unit pint in the seventh, eighth, and-ninth grade textbooks
were classified and tabulated in accordance with their size.
The size of each quantity mentioned in the textbooks was in-
dicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest place
value of the number. Fractional values of a pint were tallied
as integral one-place values. The frequencies of occurrence
al all quantities of the denominate unit pint mentioned in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented
in Table XLVI.
Findings. An examination of Table XLVI reveals that
only one integral quan~ty of pints with more than one digit
occurred in the textbooks for the seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades.
Quarts. Expressions of quantities of the denominate
unit quart in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade text-
books were classified and tabulated in accordance with their
size. The size of each Quantity mentioned in the textbooks
was indicated by tallying it in accordance with the highest*rrhis table should be .cead a3 fol10'·is: "'ilslu ;:; 8f)Int::;
less than ten occurred 17 times in the seventh Grade text-
books; 12 time;:; in the eichth grade textbool'.::J; 12 tin,. .:> in
the ninth brade textboolcs; and L~7 tLlles in tlH~ ;3!c;v r::,ntl1, eie-hth,
and ninth brade textbooks.
Thousands 0
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-
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12 lQ L f7 u
0 0 \)
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
-------
12 19 48
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Total 17
Tens of thousands and over 0
Hundreds 0
Tens 0
*Units (and fractions) 17
Highest
12.1ace value '--'158
place value of the number. Fractional values of a quart were,
tallied as integral one-place values. The frequencies of oc-
currence of all quantities of the denominate unit quart in
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade textbooks are presented
in Table XLVII.
Findings. An examination of Table XLVII reveals that
only two integral quantities of quarts with oore than one
digit occurred in the textbooks for the seventh, eighth, and
ninth grades.
VIII. SUU[l,lARY OF CHAPTEH III
1. Expressions of quantities of centimeters (2 times),
quantities of kilometers (2), quantities of meters (8), and
quantities of millimeters (11) totaled twenty-three in the
nine general science textbooks.
2. Only one integral number of feet with more than
five digits was used in the nine junior high school general
science textbooks.
3. Integral numbers of inches with more than three
digits were not used in the nine junior hiGh school textbooks.
4. Numbers of niles in the nine general science text-
books ranged from zero to over one millions miles. Approxi-
mately twelve and four-tenths per cent of the 849 expressions
of miles in the nine books were nwnbers of miles with more
than six digits.159 
T.ABL:-d:  :U.VII 
FREQUENCIES  OF  OCCURHENCE  OF  QUANTITIE.:3  OF  Q,UART8  IN 
THE  SEVENTH,  EIGHTH,  AND  NINTH  GRt~DE 'l'EXTBOOK.:3 
Highest  ···Seventh  Eighth  Ninth 
,Elace  value  ~rade  ~rade  grade  Total 
*Units  (and  fractions)  19  10  21  50 
Tens  1  0  1  2 
Hundreds  and  over  0  0  0  0 
Total  20  10  22  52 
*This  table  should  be  read  as follows:  Values  of  quarts 
less than  ten occurred 19  times  in the  seventh grade  text-
books;  10  times  in the  eighth grade  textbooks;  21  times  in 
the ninth grade  textbooks;  and  50  times  in  the  seventh, 
eighth,·and ninth  grade  textbooks. 160
5. Numbers of acres in the nine general science text-,
books ranged from zero to over one million 8cres. Approxi-
mately twenty-eight and nine-tenths per cent of the eighty-
three expressions of acres in the nine textbooks were numbers
of acres with more than six digits.
6. Only one integral number of square feet with more
than three digits occurred in the nine general science text-
books.
7. Approximately ninety-two and three tenths per cent
of the ninety-one expressions of square inches in the nine
general science textbooks were quantities below tent.
8. One-sixth of the eighteen expressions of square
miles in the nine general science textbooks were numbers of
square miles with more than six digits.
9. Numbers of cubic feet in the nine general science
textbooks ranged from zero to over one million cubic feet.
Approximately seven and seven-tenths per cent of the 117
expressions of cubic feet in the nine books were numbers of
cubic feet with more than six digits.
10. Approximately fifty-nine and three-tenths per cent
of the twenty-seven expressions of cubic inches in the nine
junior high school textbooks were quantities of cubic inches
below ten.
11. No expressions of nWIlbers of Grams '.vith m.ore than
four digits occurred in the nine general ~cience textbooks.161
12. Expressions of nWl1bers of pounds in the nine
general science textbooks ranged from zero to over one
million pounds.
13. Expl'essions of numbers of tons in the nine bener=:l
science textbooks r3n~ed from zero to over one uillion tons.
Approximately twelve and nine-tenths per cent of the 140
expressions of tons in the nine books \,ere nWJ.bers of tons
with more than six digits.
14. No expressions of nwnbers of minutes over ninety-
nine minutes occurred in the nine j unior hi:~,h school t8Xt-
books.
15. Only tVJO expres.:::>ions of llLllilbe.l'S of .;::i'3conds '.':ith
illore than tvJO digits occurred in the nine ge11' j:'al ocience
textbooks.
16. :;£xpressions of nUI:lbers of gallons in tIl'::, nine
general science textboolcs .ranted fron z era t~) over one nillLm
gallons. Jixteen per cent of the b8venty-fiv3 expressions of
gallons in the nine books Vi 1'8 nWilbers of gallons with illore
than six digits.CHAPTER IV
ST.Th:lM~~RY, CmK~lUSIONS, AND RECOMlliENDATIONS
I • THE FHOBLEl.'1
The problem of this investigation was to identify the
matheLlatical concepts thatare essent'ial for rending s tand8rd
textbooks of general science in the Indiana junior high
schools.
II• TECHNI~UES EMPLOYED
The procedure was to read nine general science text-
books that were adopted for the junion high schools in the
state of Indiana and to tabulate the frequencies of occur-
renee of mathematical terms that were found in those books.
The concepts sought were whole numbers, common fractions, .
decimal' values, expressions of per cent, denominate quanti-
t.
~ ..
t
i
i
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ties, and other terms with mathematical connotations. The
data were secured, analyzed, and were presented in this re-
search.
III. SUMMARY
1. Whole numbers and integral parts of m.ixed numbers
().r ~;~ - ~
were used 41,356 times in the nine 'general science textbooks
. .' € ..eut.;':, ,: :.' ..
':f)~:tor the junior high school level.163
2. The total frequency of occurrence of thre~-p18ce
whole nwubers was larger than the total fre~uency of two-
place whole nwnbers in the seventh, eighth, 3nd nil.lth t,r8de
textbooks.
3. Approxiu8tely one and two-tenths per cent of all
the whole nwnbers used in the seventh, eibhth, and ninth
grade textbooks were nwnbeios vvith more than six digits.
4. seventy-one and eight-tenths:'er cent of the COlll-
man fractions in the nine general science textbooks were used
to express parts of a whole.
5. Only seventeen decimal fr8ctions of a total 951 in
the nine junior high school general science textbooks were
decimals with more than two places.
6. ~xpressions of per cent ranging from one to ninety-
nine per cent were used 1,503 times in the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grade textbooks. This figure represents approxi-
mately eighty-seven and three-tenths per cent of the 1,722
expressions of per cent in the nine junior high .school text-
books.
7. Expressions of nwnbers of miles in the nine general
science textbooks ranged from zero to over one uillion miles.
8. Approxliaately ninety-two and three-tenths per cent
1~ of the ninety-one expressions of square inches in the nine
general science textbooks were quantities below ten in nWJ1ber.than half of the 45,325 occurrenceJof terms with mathematical
~. oonnotations in the nine general soienoe textbooks. These
~. terms were: work, power, energy, weight, force, pressure,
,
, }
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9. Expressions of numbers of acres in the nine general
science textbooks ranged from zero to over one million acres.
10. Expressions of numbers of cubic feet in the nine
general science textbooks ranged from zero to ovel' one mil-
lion cubic feet.
11. Expressions of numbers of pounds in the nine gen-
eral science textbooks ranbed from zero to over one million
pounds.
12. Expressions of numbers of tons in the nine general
science textbooks ranged from zero to over one million tons.
13. No expressions of nwnbers of minutes over ninety-
nine minutes occurred in the nine general science textbooks.
14. Only two expressions of nwnbers of seconds over
ninety-nine seconds occurred in the nine general science
textbooks.
15. Expressions of numbers of gallons in the nine
general science textbooks ranged" from zero to over one mil-
lion gallons.
16. Three hundred sixteen different terms with mathe-
matical connotations were used 45,325 times in the nine gen-
eral science textbooks for the junior high school level.
17. The frequencies of twenty-five terms total more165
surface, amount, current, temperature, feet, unit (whole),
number, pounds, inches, miles, distance, space, per, hours,
measure, line, increase, direction, and ray.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It appears that the student who reads the general
science textbooks in the junior high schools of Indiana
should have the skill of conceiving values ranging from deci-
mal values of two places to integral values of more than six
places. It seems necessary for the student of general science
to be able to conceive percentages ranging from one to ninety-
nine per cent.
It seems that the student should have at his command
workable concepts of the following denominate quantities: one
mile to one million miles; one acre to one million acres; one
square inch to ten square inches; one cubic foot to one mil-
lion cubic feet; one pound to over one million pounds; one
ton to over one million tons; one minute to ninety-nine Dlin-
utes; one second to ninety-nine seconds; and one gallon to
one million gallons.
It appears necessary for the junior high school stu-
dent to have the skill to understand the following twenty-five
terms: work, power, energy, weight, force, pressure, surface,
amount, current, temperature, feet, unit (whole), nilluber,
pounds, inches, miles, distance, space, per,hours, measure,166
line, increase, direction, and ray. Qince the frequencies of
these twenty-five terms totaled more than half of the total
number of occurrences of terms with mathematical connotation
in the nine books, it appears that concepts of these terms
are fundamentally necessary for the understanding of the
textbooks.
v. RECmrrMEND.ATION3
Suggestions for additional research that have arisen
from this survey are as follows:
(1) An analysis of the mathematical vocabulary essen-
tial for reading standard textbooks of high school biology,
Chemistry, and physics.
(2) Construction of a test designed to measure apti-
tude for understanding the mathematics in general science
textbooks.
(3) An experimental study of the teaching of concepts
of denominate quantities.BIBLIOGHAPHY168
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173
6
169
51
5
64
3
28
7
16
34
128
321
170
11
20
71
2
211
1
4
6
1
70
3
83
215
26
56
1
5
83
10
129
1324
108
Total
frequency
laternate
latitude (angle)
Altitude (linear)
J\mount
Ampere
i\cceler3te
II CCwnUL1t e
!\ccuracy (of numbers)
j\creege
ilCl
1 8S
Jidd
-t (add)
l\ddition
l,lignment
P.ILlanac
Calcul,:;te
Calibrate
Oalorie
Cancel
Jandle power
.Area
j\verage
JJxis
Barrels
Base
Bearinb (anGle)
Below zero
130re
British l}'herm81 Units
Bushels
j~mplitude
,Angle
Approximate
ilrithmetic
1,rc
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Term
-----~Compute 2
Jone 58
Constant (nwllel'ical) 20
Oontinuous 26
Oontour 26
174
2
255
40
4
457
2
48
117
27
3
5
1314
6
131
201
Total
fre:':l'J.enoy 'IeI'm
Capacity
Jensus
.:::ent 8r
·Jentimeters
Circle
Circwu-(o.Llit ciTcLuJf6ren:e) 1
Ciroull:ference 23
010ckwise 5
Coefficient 2
.Joillpare (nwnbers) 160
Contract 93
Converge 6
Oorrection(nWH8I'ical) 7
Co.L'respondin[ nWJb8rs 11
Corresponding parts 13
Corresponding points 2
Count 107
Couneerc1ocKwise 15
Course (nwt18rical) 18
Cross 3ection 48
Cube
Cubic centimeter
Cubic feet
Cubic inches
Jubic niles
Cubic yards
Current
Curvature
Curve
Cycle
TEPJ ..I.J ~,1I TIT l~_i.~ TE·~II_L\ I'I (j!~l,
HIGH ~ ;EOOlr~~CT500ICJ175
7
91
61
14
18
217
11
1
56
21
79
217
4
428
170
248
3
546
713
2
393
70
6
127
3
Density
Depth
Diac;onal
Diagram
Diam.eter
Differenee (I:.llilh::;J:i c'~l )
Dimension
Direction
Distance
Diverge
Divide
7 (divided by)
Dividend
Division
Dozen
Cylinder 361
Data 38
Decibels 13
Decimal point 2
Decrease 117
Degree (of arc) lOS
o (degrees of are) 230
Degree (of temperature:) 263
o (deGrees of tempel'3tUI'e) 442
Dense 49
Toto.l
Term frequency
Equals
= (equals)
Equation
Equator
E'-iuidistant
:J.:ccentric
Efficiency (ratio)
Elevation
Ellipse
Enlarge
T~GL~,3 \/I'l'H l',L)r;::H,~I'.~2l'IC1~L JOI.r':'JOT~',TIOlifni.OL TE~ ~;E~:C ,TUlaO.i
HIGHj~HOOL 'r~X'TBOOLJ' =TG'::D II\! j-IIYEX3,£TIJi.L OJ.D;n72
14
75
14
7
8
1
134
37
5
21
308
70
74
42
115
639
192
895
18
5
120
2
56
8
37
228
32
1045
13
Total
freQuency rrerm
Error (nwJlerical)
Estimate
Even nWuber
J~xact (number)
Exceed
Excess
Expand
Factor
Feet
Figure (geometric)
FreQuency
Gain (nwaerical)
Gallons
Gauge (verb)
Grade (ratio)
Graduate
Grains (of weight)
Grams
Graph or graph-
Great circle
176
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Figure (nwllbel') 46
Fix (point of position) 21
Focus 148
Formula 14
Fraction 35
Heat capacity
Height
Hemisphere
Horizon
Horizontal
Horse power
Hours
Humidity (relative)
Inches
It (inches)
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177
171
548
1
1
17
7
37
5
19
54
15
2
9
125
1
468
357
60
43
616
68
138
127
9
39
10
3
638
83
88
91
8
2
849
:3
Total
frequency
Kilograms
Kilometers
Lateral
Latitude
Law (mathematical)
Length
Level
Light year
Limit (nwaerical)
Line
Term
Incline
Increase
Index
Integrator
Intensity (nwnbered)
Intersect
Interval
Inverse
Isobar or isotherm
Kilo- (omit kilobraQ or
kilometer
Longitude
Loss (nume:c'ical)
llj;agnify
Magnitude
Mathematics
Maximum
Mean (statistical)
I\1easure
Measurement
Mechanical advantage
Meridian
Meters
Metric tons
Miles
1I1ilea6e
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87
103
110
168
5
955
1
2
19
27
25
52
4
1
83
27
1
11
9
:6
4
11
10
319
2
20
111
4
677
41
261
33
48
60
130
Total
frequency
Number
Numeral
Odd number
Oblll
Opposite sides
Multiply
x (multiply
Negative
- (negative)
Net
Minus
Minutes (of arc)
, (minutes of arc)
Minutes (of time)
lIultiple
:Millibars
I~Iilligrams
Millimeters
Millimicrons
Minimum
Ounces (fluid)
Ounces (of weight)
Outline
Pantograph
Parallel
Parallel (of latitude)
Part (ratio)
Penumbra
Per
Percentage
Period (of time)
Perpendioular
Pints
Pitoh (ratio)
Plane
Term ------,APPENDIX
179
7
261
4
10
17
2
268
206
34
1
10
38
436
13
166
85
117
950
1399
1
2
117
8
5
142
52
3
52
239
324
23
9
517
79
2
Total
frequency
Positive
.,. (positive)
Pounds
Pressure
Product
Terms
Plus
Points (of a compass)
Point (geometric)
Polarized
Pole
Project (verb)
Proportion
Protractor
Quadrant
,iuantity
QU€lrts (fluid)
Radius
Ran~e (of values)
- (range of values)
Rate
Ratio
: (ratio)
Ray
Reading (numerical)
Reckon
Rectangle
Reduce
Register
Relative amount
Relative position
Relative size
Resistance
Revolve
Right angle
Rods
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180
2
326
23
5
3
317
3
118
9
5
2
516
36
143
702
29
455
215
37
60
19
50
91
18
1
3
4
170
16
12
Total
f I'equenc,,,-Y . _ Te~m , _
Rotate
Hound number
Scale
Schedule
Seconds (of arc)
" (seconds of arc)
Seconds (of time)
Section
Semi-
Shortage (numerical)
Similer (figures)
Size
Slant
Slope
Space
Specific gravity
Speed
Sphere or globe
Spiral
Square (geometric)
Square (multiply)
Square feet
Square inches
S'1uare miles
,::;quare rods
.square yards
Statistics
Straight (line)
Subtract
- (subtract)
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181
30
55
7
20
30
130
1002
48
262
61
2
59
121
225
9
1362
2
1
1189
27
92
231
321
140
123
29
13
4
21
Total
frequency
. . ·,'
Velocity
Vertex
Vertical
Volume
Volt
Term
Yards
Yield
Zenith
Zero
Watt 183
Weight or force 2630
Whole 134
Width 62
Work, power, or energy 3175
Tetra-
Thickness
Time (interval)
Times (multiply)
Tons
Sum
Surface
Surplus
Symmetrical
Temperature
Total
Tri- (omit triangle)
Triangle
Umbra
Unequal
Uniform (motion)
Unit (of me~sure)
Unit (whole)
Value
Vary or vsriation
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